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I. INTRODUCTION

Theoretically a mere category of contract law, "insurance law" is now a world unto itself. No area of insurance law spawns more practical confusion than coverage disputes, due largely to insurers' chosen policy language. One exasperated court observed:

Ambiguity and incomprehensibility seem to be the favorite tools of the insurance trade in drafting policies. Most are a virtually impenetrable thicket of incomprehensible verbosity. It seems that insurers generally are attempting to convince the customer when selling the policy that everything is covered and convince the court when a claim is made that nothing is covered. The miracle of it all is that the English language can be subjected to such abuse and still remain an instrument of communication.1

Additional confusion and difficulty are created if two or more insurance companies insure the same risk. Courts recognize that under such circumstances, a single insurer should not be compelled to pay the entire loss, but instead should be entitled to contribution from other insurers pursuant to various formulas or theories. Problems involving multiple insurers and the interaction of the "other insurance" clauses in their policies are most perplexing.2

As if the problems posed by overlapping insurance coverage were not sufficiently difficult, insurers and sophisticated commercial insureds have developed a range of hybrid mechanisms for allocating risk. Precisely because these arrangements are designed for differing and special circumstances, they vary widely and seldom are defined by standard insurance industry policy forms.3 Perhaps best generically described as "self-insurance," these customized arrangements are now woven into the fabric of insurance disputes.

This Article examines the problems posed and the issues raised by multiple insurance and interacting "other insurance" clauses in policies,

2. In Columbia Cas. Co. v. Northwestern Nat'l Ins. Co., 282 Cal. Rptr. 389 (Ct. App. 1991), the court observed that the policy at issue was "[m]ore a vehicle for Jesuitical or Talmudic debate than a definition of the rights and obligations of the parties ... the policy crosses one's eyes and boggles one's mind." Id. at 396. The court in Insurance Co. of North America v. Home & Auto Ins. Co., 628 N.E.2d 643 (Ill. App. Ct. 1993), noted that it was being drawn "deep into the catacombs of insurance policy English, a dimly lit underworld where many have lost their way." Id. at 644.
including loss allocation and the apportionment of defense costs. This Article also addresses the developing area of self-insurance as it relates to various indemnification schemes.

II. OTHER INSURANCE AND MULTIPLE INSURANCE

Addressing the issues raised when several insurers cover the same risk requires an understanding of what constitutes “other insurance” and “multiple insurance.” It is also important to recognize common “other insurance” clauses.

A. What Constitutes “Other Insurance” and “Multiple Insurance”? 

“Other insurance” refers only to two or more policies insuring the same risk, and the same interest, for the benefit of the same person, during the same period. Courts and litigants often liberalize this somewhat restrictive definition, describing the interplay between insurance policies as though there were no requirement of concurrent policies. Thus, consecutive policies may be thought to constitute “other insurance,” so long as the risk and insured interest superficially remain the same. Such treatment or definition is seriously flawed, however, because while successive policies might insure the same type of risk, they do not insure the same risk. Moreover, so generous a definition wrongly suggests that insurers might be liable for damages occurring outside their policy periods. The fact that “other insurance” clauses in policies only operate when there is concurrent coverage highlights these definitional


problems. Accordingly, questions relative to consecutive policies should be ascribed to "multiple insurance."

Concurrent coverage for the same risk can be the product of design, coincidence, or the inadvertent purchase of overlapping policies. Common examples of designed co-insurance are the purchase of an umbrella liability policy with specifically scheduled underlying policies, and the purchase of multi-layered excess coverage above specifically scheduled primary insurance or self-insurance. Coincidental concurrent coverage results when the driver of a non-owned automobile is a named insured under his own policy as well as being covered by the omnibus clause in the owner's policy, where an insured driver rents a car from an insured agency, or where a health care professional has personal malpractice insurance and is simultaneously covered by a hospital's policy. There may be an inadvertent overlap if an insured switches from occurrence coverage to claims made coverage and suit is filed during the claims made policy period for an alleged tort committed during the occurrence policy period. Competing coverage under consecutive policies typically occurs in toxic tort or environmental claims, where the alleged injury or damage spans several policy periods. Coverage under consecutive policies also becomes an issue in progressive property damage claims, such as those resulting from earth movement or water leakage.
B. The "Other Insurance" and "Multiple Insurance" Bottom Line

The reconciliation of "other insurance" and "multiple insurance" issues is often irrelevant to insureds.12 If a single policy will cover a claimed loss, or if a single insurer will defend without reserving its rights, the potential involvement of two or more insurers matters little to the insured. However, the presence of another insurer on a particular risk is of appreciable economic concern to all carriers.

Courts recognize that when two or more insurance companies insure the same interest and the same risk, and one carrier is compelled to pay the entire loss, the insurer that pays may be entitled to recover some portion of its expenditure from its co-insurers.13 An insurer's right to recover from another carrier on the same risk does not sound in contract because there is no contractual relationship between the carriers.14 Courts thus look to the basic equitable principle that "one who pays money for the benefit of another is entitled to be reimbursed."15 Some courts allow insurers to recover from one another under a contribution theory,16 while others follow equitable subrogation doctrine.17 Still other

---


courts apparently mix contribution and subrogation, or allow recovery on either approach. 18

While insurers' rights to contribution may be essentially equitable, they are not purely so. The specific means by which co-insurers' risk is allocated "must be determined not by an adjustment of equities, but by the provisions of the contracts which they made." 19 Hence the significance of "other insurance" clauses in concurrent policies.

C. "Other Insurance" Clauses

"Other insurance" clauses originated in property insurance to discourage insureds from over-insuring, thereby reducing moral hazard. 18 They became standard in many liability policies despite the remote possibility that over-insurance would promote fraud. 19 For an "other insurance" clause to be triggered, concurrent policies must cover the same interest. If, for example, two persons have different insurable interests in the same property, a loss affecting their distinct interests will not implicate the "other insurance" clauses in their respective policies. 20

Indemnity agreements between insureds or contracts with indemnifica-
tion clauses, such as those commonly found in the construction industry, may shift an entire loss to a particular insurer notwithstanding the existence of an "other insurance" clause in its policy.23 Policy endorsements may affect the allocation or apportionment of losses. For example, the endorsement at issue in Woodson v. A & M Investments, Inc.24 made one carrier's policy primary and triggered a second insurer's excess "other insurance" clause.25 "Other insurance" clauses may be circumvented in certain regulated industries, such as transportation. In the case of interstate motor carriers, for example, primary liability is determined by Interstate Commerce Commission regulations.26 Policy endorsements, exclusions or terms also may sever an insurer's obligations when it might otherwise appear that there is concurrent coverage.27

"Other insurance" clauses only affect insurers' rights among themselves; they do not affect the insured's right to recovery under each concurrent policy.28 Inter-insurer loss allocation by way of "other insurance" clauses never permits allocation of a loss to the insured. Payment of the insured's claim always takes priority over the allocation of the loss be-


25. Id. at 1347-48.


tween concurrent insurers. Finally, it must be noted that “other insurance” clauses do not automatically operate to require contribution or apportion losses. The insured must tender a claim to all concurrent insurers. If an insurer is not asked to respond to a claim by way of defense or indemnity, those insurers accepting the insured’s tender cannot later seek contribution from the non-participating company. An “other insurance” clause does not make an insurer a third-party beneficiary under its insured’s other concurrent policies.

Insurance policies typically contain any of four “other insurance” clauses: “(1) the ‘pro rata’ clause, which provides that the insurer will pay its share of the loss in the proportion its policy limits relates to the aggregate liability coverage available;” (2) an “excess” clause, which provides that an insurer will pay a loss only after other available primary insurance is exhausted; (3) an “escape” clause, which provides that an insurer is absolved of all liability if other coverage is available; and (4) an “excess escape” clause, which provides that the insurer is liable for that amount of a loss exceeding other available coverage and that the insurer is not liable when other available insurance has limits equal to or greater than its own.” Some “other insurance” clauses specially crafted by indi-
individual insurers defy easy classification. Commentators and scholars sometimes term such “other insurance” clauses “tailor-made.”

1. Pro Rata Clauses

Pro rata clauses usually call for sharing a loss in relation to the insurers’ respective liability limits. A simple pro rata clause in an automobile liability policy may provide:

[If the insured has other similar insurance available to him . . . the Company shall not be liable for a greater proportion of any loss to which this Coverage applies than the limits of liability hereunder bear to the sum of the applicable limits of liability of this insurance and such other insurance.]

A pro rata clause in a homeowners policy may provide: If a loss covered by this policy is also covered by other insurance, we will pay only the insurer’s obligations are excess to all other applicable insurance. Id. at 871; see also Arkansas Poultry Fed’n Ins. Trust v. Lawrence, 805 S.W.2d 653, 659 (Ark. Ct. App. 1991). Simply stated: “COB provisions have as their primary characteristic a structure of priority of claim payment which enables broad risk accident and health insurance carriers to reduce the amount of premiums paid out by limiting the claimants to a single payment of benefits for a single medical risk.” William C. Brown Co., 450 N.W.2d at 871 (citing American Family Life Assur. Co. v. Blue Cross of Fla., Inc., 346 F. Supp. 267, 268-69 (S.D. Fla. 1972), aff’d, 486 F.2d 225 (5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 416 U.S. 905 (1974)).


33. A few courts have attempted to prorate losses according to the premiums paid for each of the subject policies. See, e.g., Indiana Ins. Co. v. Federated Mut. Ins. Co., 415 N.E.2d 80, 88-89 (Ind. Ct. App. 1981). Following this approach, each insurer’s contribution is based on the percentage of premiums it received compared to the total premiums paid to all insurers. The underlying theory is that the amount of the premiums collected accurately reflects the amount of risk assumed by each insurer, and therefore most fairly allocates the loss. ROBERT H. JERRY, II, UNDERSTANDING INSURANCE LAW 406 (1987). But prorating according to policy premiums can also be unfair, because equal premiums seldom are paid for the same coverage. See Ruan Transp. Corp. v. Truck Rentals, Inc., 278 F. Supp. 692, 696 (D. Colo. 1968) (criticizing pro rata by premium approach because “many variables other than the maximum amount of coverage” affect premium charges). For example, one concurrent insurer may have received significantly greater premiums solely because its policy covered additional insureds and additional risks. See, e.g., Fireman’s Fund Ins. Co. v. Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co., 464 A.2d 431, 436-37 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1983). Under such circumstances, compelling the better compensated insurer to bear a larger portion of the loss penalizes the company for issuing one policy when it could have issued several. Moreover, this approach is practically unworkable and is so administratively expensive as to be unfeasible. For these reasons the premium approach to pro rata allocation has been abandoned.

proportion of the loss that the limit of liability that applies under this policy bears to the total amount of insurance covering the loss.

As case law concerning the effect of various “other insurance” clauses developed, insurers modified their policy provisions in the pursuit of economic advantage. The simple pro rata clause was a casualty of industry advances, and its use is now mostly limited to automobile and homeowner policies. Most comprehensive general liability (CGL) policies now contain an “other insurance” amalgam. Today's standard CGL pro rata clause provides:

When both this insurance and other insurance apply to the loss on the same basis, whether primary, excess or contingent, the company shall not be liable under this policy for a greater proportion of the loss than that stated in the applicable contribution provision below:

(1) Contribution by Equal Shares: If all of such other valid and collectible insurance provides for contribution by equal shares, the Company shall not be liable for a greater proportion of such loss than would be payable if each insurer contributes an equal share until the share of each insurer equals the lowest applicable limit of liability under any one policy or the full amount of the loss is paid, and with respect to any amount of loss not so paid the remaining insurers then continue to contribute equal shares of the remaining amount of the loss until each such insurer has paid its limit in full or the full amount of the loss is paid.

(2) Contribution by Limits: If any of such other insurance does not provide for contribution by equal shares, the Company shall not be liable for a greater proportion of such loss than the applicable limit of liability under this policy for such loss bears to the total applicable limit of liability of all valid and collective insurance against such loss.

The difference in the amounts an insurer might have to contribute, depending on whether pro rata indemnity is calculated by liability limits or by equal shares, can be appreciable. The difference in the approaches—and thus the economic effect on co-insurers—is best understood by way of example. Assume a $700,000 loss, and three concurrent primary liability policies providing aggregate coverage of $1,400,000. Insurer A has $100,000 policy limits, Insurer B has policy limits of $300,000, and Insurer C provides $1,000,000 in coverage. Allocating the loss by equal shares:

---

36. Percentages and total have been rounded for simplification. For a similar example, see Baldwin & Midkiff, supra note 32, at 48.
Insurer A $100,000 + [Limits] = $100,000
Insurer B $100,000 + 200,000 = $300,000
Insurer C $100,000 + 200,000 = $300,000

$700,000

Alternatively, allocating the same loss by policy limits:

Insurer A $100,000 = 7.14% of loss = $49,980
$1,400,000

Insurer B $300,000 = 21.43% of loss = $150,010
$1,400,000

Insurer C $1,000,000 = 71.43% of loss = $500,010
$1,400,000

The differences in the contribution by equal shares and by limits approaches to pro rata allocation can be illustrated with a smaller loss, as well. Assume that an insured has two personal lines policies: Policy A provides $50,000 in coverage, while Policy B has a $150,000 limit of liability. The insured suffers an $80,000 loss covered by both policies. Were the loss prorated by equal shares, each insurer would contribute $40,000. Were the loss prorated by policy limits, on the other hand, Insurer A would contribute $20,000 (because Insurer A wrote 25% of the total coverage) and Insurer B would contribute $60,000.37

As illustrated and expected, the insurer with the lowest policy limits benefits when the loss is allocated by limits. The converse is true when the loss is allocated by equal shares.38

37. See JERRY, supra note 33, at 495.
38. Kansas and some other jurisdictions take a different approach to proration by equal shares. Assuming the $700,000 loss and $1,400,000 in available coverage from the first example, Kansas courts would prorate the loss (in round numbers):

Insurer A $33,333 + [Limits] = $33,333
Insurer B $33,333 + 100,000 = $133,333
Insurer C $33,333 + 500,000 = $533,333

$700,000

Kansas courts thus prorate losses equally up to the limits of the lowest policy in stages, first dividing the lowest policy limits among all three insurers, and then between two, with the largest insurer bearing the largest loss. In this example, Company C's share is calculated as: $33,333 + 100,000 + 400,000 = $533,333. Company C thus contributes equally with A and B at the first stage, and it contributes equally
Of the two pro rata approaches, contribution by equal shares is probably the most logical. Each co-insurer has undertaken equally to insure against low-level losses. Accordingly, the insurers should share losses equally at lower levels. Opponents of the contribution by equal shares approach might argue that it results in a windfall to insurers with higher liability limits. In the $80,000 loss illustrated above, for example, the insurers share the loss equally even though Company B's policy limits are three times greater than Company A's. Under such circumstances, equal loss allocation may appear inequitable. To the contrary, each insurer received the same premiums up to the limit of the lowest policy, and the insurers should therefore share the loss up to the lowest limit equally. Insurers with higher policy limits should not be required to subsidize insurers with lower policy limits.

2. Excess Clauses

An excess "other insurance" clause provides that the insurer's liability is limited to the amount of the loss exceeding all other valid and collectible insurance, up to the limits of the policy. A typical excess clause might read: "This insurance shall apply only as excess insurance over any other valid and collectible insurance which would apply in the absence of this policy, except insurance written specifically to cover as excess over the limits of liability applicable to... this policy."

Some courts dislike excess "other insurance" clauses. This disfavor results from the court's realization that an excess clause is "a self-serving provision that attempts to make [a primary] insurer only secondarily liable" when other available coverage exists. In sum, a primary insurer should not be able to avoid a loss when it bargained for the risk.

with B (matching A's $100,000 policy limits) at the second stage. Under this minority approach, Insurer C bears the greatest loss when contributing by equal shares, just as it would were the loss prorated by policy limits.

39. JERRY, supra note 33, at 496.

40. Id.


3. Escape and Excess Escape Clauses

An escape clause provides that the insurer is not liable if any other coverage is available. 45 A simple escape clause typically states: "Provided that where the Assured is, irrespective of this insurance, covered or protected against any loss or claim which would otherwise have been paid by the Assurer, under this policy, there shall be no contribution by the Assurer on the basis of double insurance or otherwise." 46

Escape clauses are often more broadly drafted. All-inclusive escape clauses are commonly referred to as "super-escape" clauses. 47 A super-escape clause may provide: "This insurance does not apply . . . to any liability for such loss as is covered on a primary, contributory, excess or any other basis by insurance in another insurance company." 48

In addition to simple escape and super-escape clauses, insurers also employ hybrid "excess escape" clauses. An excess escape clause provides that the insurer is liable for the amount of the loss exceeding the limits of other available insurance, and that the insurer is not liable where the limits of other available coverage equal or exceed its own. 49 For example:

If . . . the insured has other insurance, whether on a primary, excess or contingent basis, there shall be no insurance afforded hereunder . . . ; provided, that if the limit of liability of this policy is greater than the limit of liability provided by other insurance, this policy shall afford excess insurance over and above such other insurance in an amount sufficient to give the insured, as respects the layer of coverage afforded by this policy, a total limit of liability equal to the limit of liability afforded by this policy. 50

Excess escape clauses are common in uninsured motorist coverage. For example:

With respect to bodily injury to an insured while occupying an automobile not owned by the named insured, Uninsured Motorists Coverage shall apply only as excess insurance over any other similar insurance available to such insured and applicable to such automobile as primary insurance, and this insurance shall then apply only in the amount by which the limit of liability for this coverage exceeds the applicable limit of liability of such other insurance. 51

47. See, e.g., Automobile Underwriters, Inc. v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Cos., 874 F.2d 186, 191 (3d Cir. 1989) (describing clause as "super-escape/reduced limits clause").
No matter how they are classified, escape clauses are disfavored. Escape clauses are frequently viewed as being contrary to public policy.\textsuperscript{52}

4. Tailor-Made Clauses

Some "other insurance" clauses are difficult to classify because they are drafted by individual insurers for particular risks. For example, the hybrid pro rata/excess clause at issue in Firemen's Insurance Co. v. St. Paul Fire & Marine Insurance Co.\textsuperscript{53} provided:

\begin{quote}
If the Insured has other insurance against a loss covered by Part I of this policy, the Company shall not be liable under this policy for a greater proportion of such loss than the applicable limit of liability stated in the declarations bears to the total applicable limit of liability of all valid and collectible insurance against such loss; provided, however, the insurance with respect to a temporary substitute automobile or non-owned automobile shall be excess over any other valid and collectible insurance.\textsuperscript{14}
\end{quote}

Although tailor-made clauses may suit the objectives of the immediate contracting parties, their special characteristics often clash with "other insurance" clauses in policies purchased to share specific losses. What appears to be primary coverage may thus become excess, or intended pro rata loss allocation may be circumvented.\textsuperscript{55}

III. RECONCILING "OTHER INSURANCE" CONFLICTS

The presence of "other insurance" predictably results in litigation between insurers. Courts hearing disputes between concurrent insurers have formulated certain principles for resolving conflicts. Some situations permit a straightforward approach to resolution. For example, where neither of the two policies at issue contains an "other insurance" clause, courts prorate liability between the two insurers\textsuperscript{52} or require

\begin{flushleft}
53. 411 P.2d 271 (Or. 1966).
54. \textit{Id.} at 272.
55. \textit{See}, e.g., Empire Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v. Insurance Co. of the State of Pa., 638 So. 2d 102 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1994) (reversing declaratory judgment for pro rata allocation and designating one insurer to pay primary and one to pay excess coverage).
\end{flushleft}
them to share the loss equally. As the vintage of the supporting cases suggests, the proliferation of “other insurance” clauses has virtually eliminated this simple problem. In the more likely scenario where one policy contains an “other insurance” clause and the competing policy does not, courts generally give effect to the lone “other insurance” clause. This rule reflects a judicial effort to effectuate the insurers’ intent.

Real problems surface when both or all of the policies at issue contain “other insurance” clauses. Policies may have similar “other insurance” clauses, or dissimilar “other insurance” clauses.

A. Primary Policies With Similar “Other Insurance” Clauses

1. Pro Rata Clause v. Pro Rata Clause

Where both policies contain pro rata clauses, the traditional rule has been to hold insurers liable for the proportion of the subject loss that the face amount of each insurer’s policy bears to the total amount of valid and collectible insurance. The contribution by limits method has been

144 (N.M. 1960).


subject to criticism, however, because it ignores the economic reality that the cost of insurance does not increase proportionately with policy limits. Furthermore, the fact that a company insures a party against major losses should be of no significance when considering that insurer's relative liability for a small loss. Accordingly, the current preference is for contribution by equal shares, whereby two or more insurers share the loss equally until the lowest policy is exhausted. Certainly, insurers are required to contribute by equal shares where both policies' "other insurance" clauses so provide—even if the clauses alternatively provide for pro rata contribution by limits.

2. Excess Clause v. Excess Clause

When two primary policies both contain excess "other insurance" clauses, courts generally treat the excess clauses as mutually repugnant and prorate the loss between the insurers. As the court explained in


60. OSTRAGER, supra note 32, at 403.


Federal Insurance Co. v. Atlantic National Insurance Co.:

If we were to take the language literally and give effect to each of these [excess] “other insurance” clauses, we would be required to conclude that neither policy provided primary coverage. But that would be a logical impossibility since, quite obviously, there can be no excess insurance absent a policy providing primary coverage and, in the absence of such other policy, each would be primary. To give effect to the excess clause in either of the policies would defeat the similar provision in the other and it follows, therefore, that the “excess” clauses operate to cancel out each other, both coverages must be treated as primary and each company is obligated to share in the cost of the settlement and the expenses.

There is some question as to whether the general rule holds true when one of the excess clauses at issue is a hybrid “excess escape” clause. This uncertainty is compounded by a relative lack of precedent. Some courts follow the general rule and hold that the clauses cancel out each other, while other jurisdictions give effect to the excess escape clause.


64. 250 N.E.2d 193 (N.Y. 1969).

65. Id. at 194-95 (emphasis in original).


1390
There are exceptions to the general rule that excess clauses cancel out each other. For example, if one policy specifically states that it provides excess coverage above another designated primary policy, courts will enforce the excess clause and only the designated policy will be primary. 68 Perhaps the most common exception arises in the context of state financial responsibility laws mandating automobile liability insurance and uninsured motorist coverage. If an insured is driving a vehicle he does not own and the owner's insurance policy provides concurrent coverage, the owner's policy will be deemed primary even if both policies contain excess "other insurance" clauses. 69 This result is mandated by standard automobile policy language providing that the owner's policy is excess only with respect to non-owned covered automobiles. Simply stated, automobile insurance "follows the automobile, rather than the driver." 70

3. Escape Clause v. Escape Clause

If courts enforced competing escape clauses, insureds would be left without coverage. At the same time, there is no rational means by which one insurer's escape clause might be enforced, and another concurrent insurer held liable. Therefore, when two or more concurrent policies contain "other insurance" provisions that can be categorized as escape clauses, courts generally deem the clauses mutually repugnant and pro-rate the loss between the insurers. 71 This general rule holds true when

71. See Underwriters at Lloyd's, London v. Pike, 977 F.2d 1278, 1279-80 (8th Cir. 1992) (applying Arkansas law); Guidry v. CSI Blasters/Painters, Inc., 724 F. Supp. 436,
both conflicting clauses are of the “excess escape” variety. Conflicting “super-escape” clauses should also be declared mutually repugnant, since the enhanced exculpatory language does not affect their basic character.

B. Primary Policies With Dissimilar “Other Insurance” Clauses:
    Majority Approaches

When faced with dissimilar “other insurance” clauses, most courts attempt to reconcile the clauses in a manner that will give effect to the intent of the parties. This approach is consistent with traditional contract law.

1. Pro Rata Clause v. Excess Clause

It is common in concurrent coverage situations for one policy to contain a pro rata “other insurance” clause and the other policy to include an excess clause. Under the majority rule, the policy with the excess clause is treated as true excess coverage and the insurer is liable only after the primary coverage provided by the policy with the pro rata clause is exhausted. The relationship between pro rata and excess


“other insurance” clauses was succinctly explained in Jones v. Medox, Inc.:”

The standard phrase “other valid and collectible insurance” [in an excess clause] means other valid and collectible primary insurance. It follows, then, that the policy containing the pro rata clause is other valid and collectible primary insurance that triggers application of the excess clause in the second policy. The excess clause in the second policy therefore is given full effect and that carrier is liable only for the loss after the primary insurer has paid up to its policy limits. The policy containing the excess clause, however, is not considered to be other valid and collectible primary insurance for the purpose of triggering the operation of the pro rata clause, because when a stated contingency occurs, that is, when there is other valid and collectible primary insurance available to the insured, the policy containing the excess clause becomes secondary coverage only.

This reasoning might justifiably be attacked as circular, inasmuch as it appears to depend on which competing policy is read first. Even so, the majority approach is consistent with the insurers' intent as expressed in their policies. Were courts to enforce the pro rata clause and instead order proration, “they would effectively deny the terms and intent of the excess clause.” Additionally, an insurer's use of a pro rata clause expressly recognizes primary liability up to the policy's liability limits.

2. Pro Rata Clause v. Escape Clause

If one primary policy contains a pro rata “other insurance” clause and a second policy contains an escape clause, the insurer with the escape clause in its policy will prevail. The policy containing the escape clause

---

75. Id. at 491.
does not constitute other valid and collectible insurance within the meaning of the competing pro rata clause. Conversely, the policy with the pro rata clause is the “other insurance” that gives effect to the escape clause. The insurer with the pro rata clause in its policy therefore bears the loss.78

3. Excess Clause v. Escape Clause

When confronted with two concurrent primary policies, one containing an excess “other insurance” clause and the other containing an escape clause, courts’ responses are mixed. It is presently impossible to state a majority rule.79 A court may follow the traditional rule and deem the policy with the escape clause primary and require its exhaustion before applying the policy with the excess clause.80 One reason for this approach is fundamental judicial dislike for escape clauses, regardless of circumstance. Alternatively, a court may find that a policy with an excess clause is not “other valid and collectible insurance,” and the escape clause therefore never operates. Other jurisdictions enforce the escape clause.81 Still other courts deem the clauses mutually repugnant and pro-rate the loss.82 Similarly unsettled is the question of how to reconcile the conflict between an excess clause and a super-escape clause. Some courts hold that the insurer with the super-escape clause is absolved of liability,83 while others take the time honored approach and make the

79. The excess clause versus escape clause conflict has long tormented courts. The Supreme Court of Texas once labeled the attempted resolution of conflicting excess and escape clauses a “circular riddle.” Hardware Dealers Mut. Fire Ins. Co. v. Farmers Ins. Exch., 444 S.W.2d 583, 589 (Tex. 1969).
insurer with the excess clause in its policy only secondarily liable.84

Not all courts adhere to traditional rules when excess “other insurance” clauses conflict with escape or super-escape clauses. In Brown v. Travelers Insurance Co.,65 the Supreme Court of Rhode Island faced the issue of how to reconcile an excess clause and a super-escape clause. The Brown court did not differentiate between simple and super-escape clauses,66 but nonetheless declined to apply the majority rule. Fearing that ruling for either of the two insurers involved “would lend more ammunition to the battle of the drafters,” and not wishing to “encourage the complication of insurance legerdemain” at the expense of courts and policyholders, the Brown court required both insurers to afford pro rata liability.67

C. Primary Policies With Dissimilar “Other Insurance” Clauses:

Minority Approaches

1. The Lamb-Weston Rule

Some courts avoid the “other insurance” fray by adopting the simple rule that all “other insurance” clauses are mutually repugnant and are therefore unenforceable. Sometimes referred to as the “Oregon Rule,” this approach is best known as the “Lamb-Weston Rule,” named after the Oregon case Lamb-Weston, Inc. v. Oregon Automobile Insurance Co.68

---

64. Id. at 130. The court found that the conflict between an escape clause in one policy and an excess clause in the other “is more readily resolved by requiring both insurers to afford pro rata liability.” Id.
68. 341 P.2d 110 (Or. 1959), modified and reh’g denied, 346 P.2d 643 (1959). The Lamb-Weston rule was actually introduced seven years earlier by the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in Oregon Auto. Ins. Co. v. United States Fidelity & Guar. Co., 195 F.2d 958 (9th Cir. 1952). Applying Oregon law, the Court of Appeals held:

[T]he “other insurance” provisions of the two policies are indistinguishable in meaning and intent. One cannot rationally choose between them . . . . Here, where both policies carry like “other insurance” provisions, we think they must be held mutually repugnant and hence be disregarded. Our conclusion is that such view affords the only rational solution of the dispute in this case.

Id. at 960 (footnote omitted).
In *Lamb-Weston*, one of the plaintiff's drivers destroyed a truck leased to the corporation. The lessor's liability policy contained a pro rata "other insurance" clause, while the plaintiff's policy contained an excess clause. After reviewing various approaches to resolving "other insurance" conflicts, the Supreme Court of Oregon concluded that "none [are] logically acceptable and... any attempt to give effect to the 'other insurance' provisions of one policy while rejecting it in another is like pursuing a will o' the wisp." The court then explained the basis for the rule that now bears its name:

The "other insurance" clauses of all policies are but methods used by insurers to limit their liability, whether using [escape, excess or pro rata clauses]. In our opinion, whether one policy uses one clause or another, when any come in conflict with the "other insurance" clause of another insurer, regardless of the nature of the clause, they are in fact repugnant and each should be rejected in toto.

The court ultimately held that the loss should be prorated between the two insurers, in an amount proportional to their coverage limits.

The *Lamb-Weston* Rule has endured, and has been adopted by several jurisdictions. The beauty of the *Lamb-Weston* Rule is its simplicity. Application of the rule yields uniform results regardless of the number of subject policies or the nature of their "other insurance" clauses. At the same time, however, the rule has many shortcomings. The *Lamb-Weston* approach ignores the contracting parties' intent, and the rule amounts to judicial legislation of mandatory pro rata "other insurance" clauses in all policies. Furthermore, *Lamb-Weston* ignores the fact that the construction and enforceability of "other insurance" clauses is a factor in the actuarial determination of premiums. As a result, judicial disregard of

---
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“other insurance” clauses can lead to uncertainty in the calculation of premiums, resulting in the unnecessary and inadvertent burdening of consumers.

2. The Minnesota Rule

Minnesota courts do not just look at the types of “other insurance” clauses in conflict. The preferred Minnesota approach is to allocate respective policy coverages in light of the total policy insuring intent, as determined by the primary risks on which each policy’s premiums are based and as determined by the policies’ primary functions. Alternatively, Minnesota courts allocate liability to the insurer whose policy is “closest to the risk.” To determine which policy is closest to the risk, Minnesota courts ask three questions: (1) Which policy specifically describes the cause of the subject accident? (2) Which policy’s premiums reflect greater contemplated exposure? and (3) Is coverage of the risk the primary focus of one policy and incidental to the other? Despite their similarities, Minnesota courts resist attempts to blend the two approaches. This reluctance is curious considering that the only difference between the two approaches is that the “total policy insuring intent” test has a slightly less mechanical application.

In Interstate Fire & Casualty Co. v. Auto-Owners Insurance Co., Kenneth DeCent, a high school student, was rendered a quadriplegic while in a scramble for a loose ball in physical education class. DeCent was injured when Jim Leitch, a senior student supervisor, accidentally dropped him on his head as they wrestled for the ball. DeCent’s

104. 433 N.W.2d 82 (Minn. 1988).
105. Id. at 83.
106. Id.
parents sued the school, various teachers and administrators, and Leitch. Ultimately, the DeCents settled all claims against all parties for $810,863. The school's primary insurer, Continental, paid $500,000, and its excess liability carrier, Interstate, paid the remaining $310,863. Interstate then sued Auto-Owners, Leitch's insurer, to recover the settlement it paid.

Auto-Owners moved for summary judgment, arguing that Interstate was "closest to the risk," and, as a result, that Interstate's policy should be prioritized. The trial court agreed and entered summary judgment in Auto-Owners' favor. The Minnesota Court of Appeals reversed, concluding that the Interstate policy was excess only, and thus did not operate on Auto-Owners' coverage level.

The Supreme Court of Minnesota reversed the intermediate appellate court and reinstated the trial court's summary judgment. The court reasoned:

Interstate, the umbrella carrier, contracted with the school district to provide coverage in excess of the underlying insurance provided by Continental, the primary carrier. While it is true that Interstate relied on Continental's primary coverage in setting its premium, Interstate was not further relying on each student having a family homeowners policy when it calculated its risk in insuring the school district. The umbrella policy contemplated coverage for accidents and injuries sustained on school property during school events. The injury caused by a student supervisor during a physical education class is precisely the type of risk Interstate intended to cover in providing catastrophic insurance to the school district. To hold that Auto-Owners is the primary insurer for this accident would be to ignore the intent of the respective policies.

The Minnesota approach is potentially troublesome because it may eliminate the parties' intent as expressed in the "other insurance" clauses at issue. In Interstate Fire, for example, the Leitch's homeowners policy with Auto-Owners did not contain either an excess clause or an escape clause, and therefore should have afforded primary coverage.

107. Id.
108. Id.
109. Id.
110. Id.
111. Id. Auto-Owners also argued that its business pursuit exclusion precluded coverage. Id. at 84. That portion of the decision, however, is not discussed here. Id.
112. Id. at 84.
113. Id.
114. Id. at 86.
115. Id.
117. Interstate Fire, 433 N.W.2d at 83-84. The Auto-Owners policy contained what is now the standard pro rata "other insurance" clause, alternatively providing for pro rata contribution by equal shares and by limits. Id.
D. Reconciling "Other Insurance" Clauses Involving Excess and Umbrella Policies

Confusion often results where secondary coverage is involved. Secondary coverage may come in the form of an excess insurance policy, or an umbrella policy.

A true excess or umbrella policy requires a primary policy as a condition of coverage. In other words, "the same insured" must have "purchased underlying coverage for the same risk." The purpose of excess coverage or an umbrella policy is to protect the insured in the event of catastrophic losses in which liability exceeds available primary coverage. Excess and umbrella policies are intended to "expand the amount, but not the scope of coverage." Therefore, only after the underlying primary policy has been exhausted will any umbrella policies kick in. Many umbrella policies, unlike traditional excess policies, also provide primary coverage for risks that the underlying policy does not cover.

The nature of excess policies, and their relationship with primary pol-
cies containing excess "other insurance" clauses, are succinctly described in *Oethafen v. Tower Insurance Co.*:\(^\text{124}\)

Umbrella carriers are not primary insurers that attempt to limit a portion of their risk by describing it as "excess." Umbrella policies also are not devices for an insurer to escape responsibility . . . .

We also note that the intent of umbrella policies to serve a different function from primary policies with excess clauses is reflected in the rate structures of the two types of policies. In general, umbrella policy premiums are relatively small in relation to the amount of risk "so that the company cannot be expected to prorate with other excess coverages; and public policy should not demand that this be done."\(^\text{125}\)

These policies are therefore considered true excess coverage over and above all primary coverages, including primary policies with excess "other insurance" clauses.\(^\text{126}\) An excess "other insurance" clause in a primary policy "does not transform that primary policy into an excess policy vis-a-vis a second carrier with excess coverage."\(^\text{127}\)

In a leading case, *Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. v. United States Fire Insurance Co.*,\(^\text{128}\) a Texas court applied these basic principles to complex facts. Elizabeth Hillyer was injured in an automobile accident.\(^\text{129}\) Steve Kennedy was driving the automobile in which Hillyer was a passenger.\(^\text{130}\) Kennedy had an insurance policy with Liberty Mutual that had policy limits of $100,000 per person per accident.\(^\text{131}\) Henry Taub, the

125. 492 N.W.2d at 324 (quoting 8A J.A. APPLEMAN & J. APPLEMAN, INSURANCE LAW & PRACTICE, § 4909.85 (1981)).
129. Id. at 784.
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1400
owner of the car, had two policies: a family automobile policy with American General Insurance Company for $100,000 and a $1,000,000 umbrella policy with United States Fire. There was no dispute that the United States Fire policy was excess over the American General policy.

Hillyer's personal injury claim was settled for $250,000. American General and Liberty Mutual each paid $100,000, and United States Fire paid the remaining $50,000. Liberty Mutual then sued United States Fire to determine the respective obligations. The trial court held that Liberty Mutual was not entitled to recover any of its settlement expenditure from United States Fire, and Liberty Mutual appealed.

The Liberty Mutual policy had not been made underlying insurance in the United States Fire policy schedules. The only provision in the United States Fire policy applicable to Liberty Mutual, therefore, was its "other insurance" clause statement that it was excess over any other valid and collectible insurance, and would not contribute with such other insurance. The Liberty Mutual policy, however, contained an "other insurance" clause making its coverage excess in the event its insured was involved in an accident while driving a non-owned automobile. Thus, the accident in this case fell squarely within Liberty Mutual's excess "other insurance" clause.

Liberty Mutual argued that its excess clause and the excess clause in the United States Fire policy were "mutually repugnant." Accordingly, the two policies provided "concurrent second-layer" coverage and Hillyer's loss should be prorated based on their respective policy limits. The court rejected this superficially appealing argument:

It is true that each of the policies has an "other insurance" clause that apparently limits coverage in the fortuitous circumstance of the presence of other validly subsisting coverage, but an examination of the purpose of the policies dictates the
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resolution of this dispute. Liberty Mutual's policy generally affords primary coverage; its coverage becomes excess only because of the presence of a non-owned vehicle. United States Fire's policy remains excess in all events. Thus it is apparent that the intent of all parties to the policies is for United States Fire's policy to remain an umbrella policy, and Liberty Mutual's coverage to underlie it. Had Liberty Mutual issued its policy as it did, and United States Fire had issued its policy to Kennedy instead of to Taub, there would be no question that Liberty would be liable to the full extent of its policy limits. 143

The Liberty Mutual approach now reflects the majority rule.

A different result was reached in U.S. Fire Insurance Co. v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. 144 In U.S. Fire, however, the excess policy at issue did not contain a general "other insurance" clause stating that it was excess over all other valid and collectible insurance. 145 The competing primary policy contained an excess clause. 146 Under those circumstances, the excess carrier was secondary only to the underlying primary policy specifically scheduled in its policy. 147 The competing primary carrier with an excess "other insurance" clause was therefore secondary even to the excess insurer's obligations. 148

1. Requiring an Excess Carrier to "Drop Down"

It is not unusual for an insured's primary policy to fully cover a loss, negating the need for excess or umbrella coverage. Similarly, a loss might consume the insured's primary coverage and even trigger a first layer of excess coverage, but not encroach on upper layers of excess coverage. But what if a primary insurer or an intermediate excess insurer is insolvent? May an excess carrier be forced to "drop down" and fill the coverage gap created by the underlying insurer's insolvency?

"Drop down" coverage occurs when an insurer providing a higher level of coverage is obligated to provide the coverage that an immediately underlying carrier agreed to provide. Drop down coverage can become an issue for reasons other than insurer insolvency. For example, a loss may fall within an exclusion in the primary insurer's policy, or the loss simply may not be covered. Under such circumstances, is an excess carrier required to drop down and provide primary or lower coverage?

Drop down questions are answered by the terms of the subject excess policy. 149 Unfortunately, many excess policies fail to address whether

143. Id.
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147. Id. at 399.
148. Id. 396-99.
they drop down to the next lowest level of liability when underlying insurers become insolvent. Because the focus then shifts to potentially related policy language, courts and litigants often find themselves searching for ambiguities that might require an excess insurer to drop down. The majority rule is that absent obligatory policy language, an excess insurer is not required to drop down and cover that portion of a loss once within an insolvent insurer's coverage.

In Hoffman Construction Co. v. Fred S. James & Co., the insured had three layers of coverage: a $50,000 Seaboard Surety primary policy, a $450,000 intermediate layer of excess coverage provided by Holland-America, and an umbrella liability policy with Century Insurance. Sea-
board paid the first $50,000 of plaintiff's $375,000 covered loss.\textsuperscript{155} When Holland-America became unable to pay the next $325,000 due to insolvency, the plaintiffs demanded the money from Century.\textsuperscript{156}

The Century excess policy provided that the company would only be liable for the "ultimate net loss of . . . the amount recoverable under the underlying insurances" specifically declared.\textsuperscript{157} The plaintiffs argued that the phrase "amount recoverable under the underlying insurances" required the umbrella carrier to pay that portion of the loss that could not be recovered from insolvent Holland-America.\textsuperscript{158} Century argued that the phrase entitled the plaintiffs to recover only that portion of the net loss exceeding the limits of the underlying policies.\textsuperscript{159} The plaintiffs essentially argued that "amount recoverable" meant the amount "able to be recovered," while the insurer construed the phrase to mean the "amount capable of recovery."\textsuperscript{160}

The Hoffman court embraced the insurer's urged interpretation.\textsuperscript{161} The court drew support from the "Limit of Liability" section in the Century umbrella policy, which specified the circumstances under which the umbrella policy would drop down.\textsuperscript{162} The policy provided for drop down coverage in "those situations in which there [was] reduced primary coverage . . . on account of the payment of claims."\textsuperscript{163} The court's holding that Holland-America's insolvency failed to create drop down coverage gave effect to both provisions and was consistent with the basic rules of contract interpretation.\textsuperscript{164}

The court next rejected the plaintiffs' interpretation based on the "Loss Payable" provision in the Century policy.\textsuperscript{165} The Loss Payable provision stated that "Liability under this policy with respect to any occurrence shall not attach unless and until the Insured, or the Insured's underlying insurer, shall have paid the amount of the underlying limits on account of such occurrence."\textsuperscript{166} The court explained that to accept the plaintiffs' insolvency argument would render this provision "a meaningless redundancy."\textsuperscript{167} The Hoffman court concluded that the parties could not
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have intended such an unreasonable result.168

Finally, the plaintiffs asserted that the language in the Century policy's "other insurance" clause required drop down coverage.169 Like most "other insurance" clauses, the Century policy provided that it would be excess over other "valid and collectible insurance."170 That condition, the plaintiffs argued, demonstrated the insurer's intent to cover any losses unless it was determined that other insurance of the insured was both valid and collectible.171 The court rejected this argument as well.172

The court found plaintiffs' argument flawed because the use of the word "collectible" demonstrated the parties' awareness of the collectibility of concurrent insurance and also that the parties chose not to connect it separately with the phrase "amount recoverable under the underlying insurance."173 The Hoffman court reasoned that the omission was patented.174 The "amount recoverable" provision was designed to acknowledge the underlying insurance specifically stated in the policy declarations, while the "other insurance" clause was specifically intended to limit the umbrella carrier's liability should other insurance be available.175

Playtex FP, Inc. v. Columbia Casualty Co.176 presented a slightly different situation. In Playtex, Mission National Insurance, one of several excess carriers, became insolvent.177 All of the excess insurers employed "following form" policies.178

Like the Hoffman plaintiffs, the Playtex plaintiffs argued that the phrase "amount recoverable" meant "real money."179 Thus, the coverage purportedly provided by the Mission policy was not an amount recoverable due to Mission's insolvency.180 The excess carriers argued that
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"amount recoverable" and "limits of liability" were synonymous. The Playtex court, like the Hoffman court, concluded that "amount recoverable" referred to specifically scheduled underlying insurance. The Mission policy failed to meet this definition. 

The plaintiffs next turned their attention to the "Maintenance of Underlying Insurances" requirement in the Mission policy. This provision required the insured to maintain the scheduled underlying policies in full force and effect for the duration of the excess policies, except for any reduction in applicable limits or the aggregate limit. If the insured failed to maintain the underlying policies, Mission agreed to be bound only to the extent of its previous obligation.

The plaintiffs argued that Mission's financial situation caused a 'reduction' in the underlying limits beyond the insured's control or which was not the insured's fault. Because the excess carriers' policy followed Mission's form, the excess carriers were obligated to drop down. The insurers contended that any reduction must be by payment of claims. Were that not so, the insurers argued, the condition's purpose would be eliminated. The Playtex court rejected the plaintiffs' argument. The condition in the Mission policy requiring the insured to maintain its underlying insurance was simply that; it was "clear that the provision [was] not intended to expand the insured's coverage and force the excess insurers to drop down."

The positions taken by the Hoffman and Playtex courts make practical sense. Excess insurance and umbrella policies are relatively inexpensive because excess insurers are only obligated to pay claims to the extent they exceed primary coverage. Insureds' expectations that excess carriers drop down in the event of insolvency are objectively unreasonable. An underlying insurer's insolvency is not an "occurrence." Additionally, because the insured presumably selected the primary carrier, it is not
unfair to ask the insured to bear the risk of insolvency. Excess insurers should not be asked to bear the risk of the insolvency of primary insurers they do not select. Finally, the term “collectible,” when used in an “other insurance” clause, should never be held to create an ambiguity as to an excess insurer’s coverage in the case of a primary insurer’s insolvency. In the excess insurance context, an “other insurance” clause serves to limit the company’s liability in the event insurance other than the scheduled underlying insurance is available. Where a primary insurer is insolvent there is no “other insurance,” and the clause never comes into play.

While Hoffman and Playtex reflect the majority position, Coca Cola Bottling Co. of San Diego v. Columbia Casualty Co. reflects the other side of the insolvency coin. Coca Cola Bottling also involved the Mission insolvency, and following form excess policies. As in Playtex, the case hinged on the “Maintenance of Underlying Insurances” provision in Section III of the Mission policy.

Columbia argued that because it was excess of the Mission policy, and therefore not scheduled as underlying insurance in the Mission policy, Section III of the Mission policy could not define the coverage provided by the Columbia policy. This argument was succinctly disposed of by the court:

The fundamental difficulty with Columbia’s argument is that it requires that Mission bear risks without imposing similar risks on insurers whose coverage is in excess of Mission’s coverage. Such a disparate risk allocation between primary and excess carriers is inconsistent with the “followed form” nature of the insurance Columbia provided. “An excess policy generally follows the form of the underlying primary coverage and is called ‘following form’ excess coverage, i.e., the excess had the same scope of coverage as the primary policy.”

The court next looked to Columbia’s policy definition of its lower limits. The policy provided coverage “where applicable excess of primaries.” Because the Columbia policy did not fully define the lower limits of its coverage, the court returned to the underlying Mission poli-
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Of course, the Mission policy provided that the lower limit of coverage was the "amount recoverable," a phrase previously determined by California courts to be ambiguous. The Coca Cola Bottling court thus concluded that Columbia was obligated to drop down.

As noted previously, drop down coverage may be an issue for reasons other than an underlying insurer's insolvency. National Union Fire Insurance Co. v. Glenview Park District is an exemplary case.

National Decorating Service (NDS) contracted with the Glenview Park District to refurbish an ice rink. The contract required NDS to maintain a public liability insurance policy with limits of not less than $1,000,000, and to specifically name the District as an additional insured. NDS purchased the required policy from National Union Fire, and also purchased a $2,000,000 excess and umbrella policy from National Surety. The underlying National Union policy excluded coverage for damages caused by the negligence of an additional insured, i.e., the District.

During the refurbishing, NDS employee Frederick Claussen (Claussen) fell from a scaffold and was seriously injured. Claussen's guardian sued the District, and National Union then filed a declaratory judgment action, alleging that the District's alleged acts of negligence were excluded by its policy. The trial court sustained National Union's subsequent dispositive motion, and further found that National Surety's excess and umbrella policy dropped down to cover the District. National Surety argued on appeal that its policy did not drop down; the District responded that the insurer's argument was of no moment, because its policy was in fact primary.

National Surety's policy provided true excess coverage, denominated Coverage A, and umbrella coverage, or Coverage B. The umbrella coverage obligated National Surety: "To pay on behalf of the Insured all sums which the Insured shall be obligated to pay as damages by reason of
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liability imposed on the Insured or Assumed under Contract because of Personal Injury, Property Damage or Advertising Injury caused by an Occurrence during the Policy Period.\footnote{217} The Coverage A portion of the policy also included a typical excess "other insurance" clause, providing that the National Surety coverage was to be excess over other valid and collectible insurance.\footnote{218}

The \textit{Glenview} court held that National Surety was obligated to drop down and defend and indemnify the District in connection with the Claussen suit.\footnote{219} The National Surety policy was excess with respect to Coverage A, but Coverage B's umbrella provision afforded primary coverage.\footnote{220} Because the National Union policy excluded the Claussen loss, the "other insurance" clause in National Surety's umbrella coverage did not operate.\footnote{221}

2. Allocating Liability Between Concurrent Excess Insurers

Courts are seldom called upon to prorate liability between concurrent insurers affording true excess coverage. As a general rule, courts should attempt to reconcile the "other insurance" clauses at issue just as though the policies were primary.\footnote{222} The fact that competing policies are excess rather than primary does not change the fact that they operate on the same plane or at the same level.

Among the few cases addressing this issue is \textit{Mission Insurance Co. v. United States Fire Insurance Co.}\footnote{223} In \textit{Mission}, Mission Insurance issued a $1,000,000 umbrella policy to the lessor of a vehicle.\footnote{224} A lessee's employee wrecked the vehicle.\footnote{225} The lessee had a "Commercial Comprehensive Catastrophe Liability Policy" with U.S. Fire.\footnote{226} The U.S. Fire policy had limits of $3,000,000.\footnote{227} Both policies contained excess "other
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insurance“ clauses providing coverage in excess of all other valid and
collectible insurance. Neither company’s policy was identified in the
other’s schedule of underlying policies. There was no dispute that, in
the absence of “other insurance,” each of the policies covered the subject
loss.

Mission and two primary insurers settled a tort claim arising out of the
accident. Mission then sued U.S. Fire seeking a declaration that U.S.
Fire had to contribute to the settlement. U.S. Fire successfully moved
for summary judgment, asserting that its coverage was excess to
Mission’s policy and that it need contribute nothing until the Mission
policy was exhausted. The Massachusetts Supreme Court re-
versed.

The Mission court first determined that both policies created “umbrel-
la-type excess insurance,” rather than the owner’s policy being prima-
ry, as U.S. Fire contended. The court then turned to the conflict be-
tween the two competing excess “other insurance” clauses, adopting the
majority approach that excess clauses are mutually repugnant. The
court required both insurers to prorate the loss by equal shares.

In reaching this conclusion, the Mission court rejected U.S. Fire’s
argument that Mission’s failure to state in its limit of liability clause that
its coverage was excess of all other collectible insurance, as it provided
in its “other insurance” clause, created a fatal ambiguity. The court
reasoned that it would be clear to Mission’s insured that the policy pro-
vided excess coverage. The only colorable ambiguity resulted from a
comparison of the Mission limit of liability clause with the corresponding
clause in the U.S. Fire policy. Creating an “ambiguity” by comparing
Mission’s policy with a separate unrelated document (the U.S. Fire poli-
cy) did not justify construing Mission’s policy other than as written.
IV. STATE INSURANCE GUARANTY FUNDS AS “OTHER INSURANCE”

With the increasing number of liability insurer insolvencies in the late 1960s, Congress took notice.243 Faced with the prospect of congressional intrusion into state insurance domain, the insurance industry persuaded the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) to draft model insurance guaranty fund legislation.244 States quickly adopted the NAIC model legislation. Today, almost all states have some form of guaranty fund for property and casualty insurers.245

Once an insurer is declared insolvent, and assuming the insured's loss is a statutory covered claim, the state guaranty fund or association steps into the insolvent insurer's shoes and assumes all related rights and obligations.246 There are, however, limits on the various state funds. For
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example, most funds provide a maximum statutory limit for a single claim,247 some states impose a deductible,248 and perhaps most important for "other insurance" or multiple insurance purposes, most states make the exhaustion of other insurance policies a prerequisite to guaranty fund recovery.249

Whether a state guaranty fund constitutes "other valid and collectible insurance" was litigated in Luko v. Lloyd's London.250 In Luko, plaintiff Michael Luko sued Independent Terminal Company (Independent) in connection with his injury on Independent's pier.251 At the time of Luko's accident, Independent had a $1,000,000 primary liability policy issued by Midland Insurance Company, which included a $10,000 deductible.252 Independent also had a $10,000,000 umbrella policy issued by a Lloyd's consortium.253 Independent was thus insured against losses up to $11,000,000, with the first $1,000,000 covered by Midland and Lloyd's then providing the excess coverage up to $10,000,000.254 The Lloyd's umbrella policy also provided coverage in excess of $100,000 for any one occurrence where no underlying insurance existed.255

While Luko's suit was pending, Midland was declared insolvent.256 Independent thus sought primary protection from the Pennsylvania Insurance Guaranty Association (PIGA).257 Rather than reimburse Independent for the amount of Midland's liability, Independent was directed to
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first seek coverage from the Lloyd's consortium. The "non-duplication" provision of the Pennsylvania Act was the basis of PIGA's request.\(^{258}\) When the Lloyd's consortium did not respond to the request for information regarding the extent of Independent's coverage, Independent filed a declaratory judgment action.\(^{259}\) The trial court required that Lloyd's cover Luko's claim for all amounts exceeding $100,000, and that PIGA cover the difference between Independent's deductible and $100,000 (the point at which the excess coverage began).\(^{260}\)

On appeal, the Lloyd's consortium first argued that its coverage did not begin at $100,000 by virtue of Midland's insolvency.\(^{261}\) The court quickly disposed of this argument, relying on the ambiguous language in the Lloyd's policy.\(^{262}\) The issue then became at what level Lloyd's drop down coverage should begin. Was it the trial court mandate of $100,000, or $300,000, the upper limit of PIGA's statutory obligation?\(^{263}\)

The court concluded that PIGA's guaranty did not function as "other valid and collectible insurance" within the meaning of the Lloyd's umbrella policy.\(^{264}\) The court reasoned that to adopt the insurer's argument that PIGA should function as a primary carrier would "pervert legislative intent."\(^{265}\) PIGA was enacted to protect individuals whose insurers become insolvent, and it was intended "to place claimants in the same position that they would have been in if the liability insurer had not become insolvent."\(^{266}\) The Pennsylvania Act was intended "not to protect other insurers by filling in for every aspect of the underlying insurance but rather to fill in only as the insolvency adversely [affects] the insured."\(^{267}\)

Whether a state guaranty fund constitutes "other insurance" was most recently contested in Scordill v. Smith.\(^{268}\) In Scordill, Western Preferred Casualty, the primary insurer, became insolvent.\(^{269}\) Century Indemnity, the excess insurer, argued that it should only have to drop down to the
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statutory maximum protection afforded by the Louisiana Insurance Guaranty Association (LIGA). LIGA, on the other hand, argued that Century dropped down to provide "first dollar" coverage. The Scordill court agreed with LIGA.

The court first observed that "LIGA's obligations are triggered only as a last resort." LIGA's status as a fund of last resort was evidenced by language specifically stating that if a claimant had other insurance available, it owed no duty to assume obligations of insolvent insurers. In fact, CIGA's purpose was to safeguard claimants in the event of insurer insolvency, not be the financial support of solvent insurers. Absent LIGA's existence, "Century would drop down to dollar one." The Scordill court concluded that LIGA's existence should not alter the result.

Luko and Scordill are well-reasoned. State guaranty funds are intended to provide a limited form of protection for the insured public, not to protect insurance companies from the insolvencies of their fellow insurers. Exposing an insured to liability while softening the insurer's blow via operation of an "other insurance" clause would controvert legislative intent. Luko and Scordill should represent the majority view.

V. DEDUCTIBLES AND STACKING

The accurate evaluation of insurers' exposure when allocating or apportioning liability necessarily includes consideration of deductibles and the potential stacking of policy limits. The presence of deductibles and insureds' ability to stack multiple policies may significantly affect insurers' indemnity obligations.

A. Deductibles

Difficulty sometimes arises when one or more policies among which a loss is being allocated contain(s) a deductible. The essential issue is

270. Id. at 407-08. In Louisiana, unlike most jurisdictions, an excess policy drops down upon a primary insurer's insolvency if its "Limit of Liability" language provides for coverage in excess of "the amount recoverable under the underlying insurances."
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whether insurers' allocation of liability among or between themselves may result in insureds' personal exposure. Several courts have addressed this issue, but there appears to be no clear rule.

The insured in Pacific Power & Light Co. v. Transport Indemnity Co. settled a wrongful death claim for $25,000 after Transport Indemnity refused its tender. The power company had concurrent liability coverage with the Home Insurance Company. The Home policy had a $25,000 deductible; the Transport Indemnity policy did not have a deductible. The power company sued Transport Indemnity to recover its defense costs plus the amount paid in settlement. Home was not made a party to the declaratory judgment action. Applying Oregon law, the Pacific Power court concluded that the policies' "other insurance" clauses were mutually repugnant, and that the loss should be prorated between the two carriers. Transport Indemnity bore only its pro rata share, notwithstanding Pacific Power's apparent inability to recover from Home by virtue of its deductible. Because the deductible in the Home policy was relevant only to its relationship with its insured, and because Home was not a party, the Pacific Power court never addressed the insured's residual liability.

A more interesting deductible analysis appears in Cargill, Inc. v. Commercial Union Insurance Co. In Cargill, unlike Pacific Power, both insurers were before the court.

In Cargill, a barge accident resulted in a $194,158.07 loss of Cargill grain. Cargill submitted the claim to Huffman, which towed the barge. Huffman's marine insurer, Commercial Union, denied cover-
Cargill then submitted the claim to St. Paul, its insurer. St. Paul paid Cargill $94,157.07, the difference between the amount of the loss and the $100,000 deductible under the St. Paul policy. Sometime thereafter, Commercial Union changed course, concluding that its policy in fact covered the loss. Commercial Union then paid Cargill $90,000, the difference between the unpaid balance of the claim and the policy's $10,000 deductible. Huffman then paid the remaining $10,000 of Cargill's claim, i.e., the Commercial Union deductible.

After first concluding that the "other insurance" clauses in the St. Paul and Commercial Union policies were mutually repugnant, thus requiring proration by policy limits, the Cargill court next examined the effect of the deductibles. Commercial Union argued that the loss should be prorated by limits without reference to the insurers' respective deductibles. St. Paul argued that if the loss must be prorated, an amount equal to St. Paul's larger $100,000 deductible should be shifted to Commercial Union whose deductible was relatively small.

The Cargill court accepted the basic argument that deductibles should be considered in apportioning the insurers' respective indemnity obligations. "Up to the $100,000 of St. Paul's deductible there was no 'other insurance' triggering Commercial Union's 'other insurance' clause." The first $100,000 was therefore covered by Commercial Union, not by St. Paul. Moreover, considering the respective deductibles before apportioning liability reflected the lesser economic risk assumed by St. Paul, as evidenced by its larger deductible.

The critical question for insurers beyond whether a deductible will be accounted for in loss allocation is, when will it be taken into account? Phrased differently, will the deductible be taken into account before proration, or after? Cargill provides a comparative analysis.

The Cargill court prorated the insured's loss by policy limits. Thus,
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Commercial Union bore 23.1% of the loss ($600,000 policy limits/$2,600,000 available coverage), while St. Paul bore 76.9% of the loss.306 By shifting St. Paul's deductible to Commercial Union before prorating the loss, the Cargill court calculated Commercial Union's pro rata share to be $121,750.51.307 Specifically:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100,000.00</td>
<td>St. Paul's deductible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21,750.51</td>
<td>Loss of $94,158.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>after deductible x 23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Commercial Union's pro rata share)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$121,750.51</td>
<td>Total CU Liability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

St. Paul was thus left with an indemnity obligation of $72,407.56.308

The Cargill court could have prorated the loss before shifting the deductible to Commercial Union—an approach enjoying existing judicial support.309 Had the court prorated the loss before shifting the deductible (as St. Paul urged), the parties' ultimate liability would have differed by some $23,000. The difference is illustrated below:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$44,850.51</td>
<td>Loss of $194,158.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x 23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Commercial Union's pro rata share)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000.00</td>
<td>St. Paul's deductible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$144,850.51</td>
<td>Total CU Liability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By shifting the deductible after prorating the loss, Commercial Union's total liability would increase to $144,850.51. St. Paul, on the other hand, would see its liability reduced to $49,307.56.

Deductibles may come into play where consecutive policies, rather than concurrent policies, cover a loss. As a rule, insurers cannot by using
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their "other insurance" clauses allocate liability among themselves in a way that will impose liability on the insured.\textsuperscript{310} This rule holds true regardless of whether liability flows to the insured by way of deductibles, retrospective premiums or side indemnity agreements.\textsuperscript{311} Of course, where the subject loss is continuing or progressive and the insured elects coverage under a policy with a deductible, the insured should have to pay the deductible.

\textbf{B. Stacking}

"Stacking" refers to the recovery of damages by an insured under multiple policies in succession until all damages have been satisfied, or until the total limits of all policies are exhausted.\textsuperscript{312} An insured's ability to stack policies is most often at issue in the uninsured motorist coverage (UM) and underinsured motorist coverage (UIM) contexts. More specifically in UM and UIM cases, "intrapolicy stacking is the cumulation of the liability limits for multiple vehicles under a single policy," while "interpolicy stacking" refers to the cumulation of coverage afforded under multiple policies.\textsuperscript{313} Uninsured and underinsured motorist claims are fertile ground for stacking questions because any given person can usually qualify as an insured under more than one automobile liability policy, and thus for uninsured and underinsured motorist coverage as well.\textsuperscript{314} Alternatively, several different vehicles may be listed on a single policy, with the insurer collecting separate UM and UIM premiums for each.

It is nearly impossible to explain succinctly UM and UIM stacking rules largely because of states' differing approaches.\textsuperscript{315} Many states allow


\textsuperscript{311} Air Products, 707 F. Supp. at 771; Detrex, 746 F. Supp. at 1325-26.


\textsuperscript{313} Upshaw v. Trinity Cos., 842 S.W.2d 631, 632 n.1 (Tex 1992).

\textsuperscript{314} Baldwin & Midkiff, supra note 32, at 62.

\textsuperscript{315} Missouri law illustrates the legal morass that UM and UIM stacking can become. As a general rule, Missouri law permits insureds to stack UM and UIM coverages. See Krombach v. Mayflower Ins. Co., 827 S.W.2d 208, 212 (Mo. 1992); Rodriguez v. General Accident Ins. Co. of Am., 808 S.W.2d 379, 383-84 (Mo. 1991). It does not matter whether separate premiums are charged for separate vehicles, since Missouri courts presume that UM coverage for additional vehicles is built into basic premium charges. Oliver v. Cameron Mut. Ins. Co., 866 S.W.2d 865, 869 (Mo. Ct. App. 1993). Assuming the policy definition of "insured" includes not only the named insured but a "relative" or a "family member," courts will liberally construe these terms. The same is true with respect to who is an "owner." See Lightner v. Farmers Ins. Co., 789 S.W.2d 487, 489-90 (Mo. 1990). Injured occupants who are not named
insureds to stack UM and UIM coverage under certain circumstances and depending on any number of variables, including intrapolicy versus interpolicy determinations, and the payment of separate premiums. Of those states that allow stacking, some nonetheless enforce clear and prominently displayed "anti-stacking" provisions in UM and UIM policies. Other states, such as Kansas, do not allow insureds to stack UM

insureds or owners are not necessarily entitled to stack coverages. Krombach, 827 S.W.2d at 212; Hartford Ins. Co. v. Kean, 856 S.W.2d 924, 926 (Mo. Ct. App. 1993). Occupancy insureds are not entitled to stack coverages. Krombach, 827 S.W.2d at 212; Hartford Ins. Co. v. Kean, 866 S.W.2d 924, 926 (Mo. Ct. App. 1993). Occupancy insureds are not entitled to equal public policy protections. Hines v. Government Employees Ins. Co., 656 S.W.2d 262, 265 (Mo. 1983).


Finally, set-off provisions in UM and UIM coverages—including stacked coverages—are enforceable. American Economy Ins. Co. v. Cornejo, 866 S.W.2d 174, 178 (Mo. Ct. App. 1993); Keating, 861 S.W.2d at 208. Set-off provisions must be clear and unambiguous if they are to be enforced. See Killpack v. Farm Bureau Town & Country Ins. Co., 861 S.W.2d 608, 610-12 (Mo. Ct. App. 1993).


Fortunately, the UM and UIM stacking hodgepodge does not taint stacking issues in the liability context, since UM and UIM policies provide first-party coverage.

Insureds' ability to stack liability policies has emerged as an issue in continuing injury or progressive loss cases, where consecutive policies are implicated. Under the liability insurance concept of stacking, the limits of all policies triggered by an occurrence are added to determine the amount of coverage available to pay a single claim. Typical scenarios in which insureds or plaintiffs might attempt to stack liability policies include progressive disease claims, like asbestos exposure, and environmental contamination, such as prolonged discharges from toxic waste sites.

When liability insurance is at issue, "intrapolicy" stacking refers to multiple occurrences involving the same person within the same policy period. Returning to asbestos claims as an example, jurisdictions employing the exposure trigger could treat each inhalation of asbestos as a single occurrence. Similarly, in the environmental claim arena, multiple "sudden and accidental" discharges in a single policy period could be deemed separate occurrences. An insurer's liability might be unlimited in the absence of a stated aggregate coverage. "Interpolicy" stacking in the liability insurance context becomes an issue when a single occurrence transcends policy periods, thus triggering consecutive policies. An insured would attempt interpolicy stacking in order to obtain the limits of each policy's coverage.

Among the more interesting stacking cases is *American Physicians Insurance Exchange v. Garcia*, a recent Texas decision. Garcia involved medical malpractice allegations stemming from Dr. Ramon Garcia's treatment of Gustavo Cardenas between October 1980 and April 1982. The Cardenases alleged in a 1984 suit that Dr. Garcia's prescri-
tion of two drugs for Mr. Cardenas caused Mr. Cardenas to develop a debilitating brain disease.  

At all relevant times Dr. Garcia was insured under three consecutive Insurance Corporation of America (ICA) professional liability policies. In 1980, the doctor was covered under a $100,000 ICA claims made policy.  

In 1981 and 1982, Dr. Garcia was covered under consecutive ICA occurrence policies, each with $500,000 liability limits. In 1983, the doctor purchased a $500,000 occurrence policy from American Physicians Insurance Exchange (APIE).  

In December, 1993, several months before filing their petition, the Cardenases notified Dr. Garcia of their intentions by letter. Dr. Garcia reported the letter to APIE, which informed the doctor that its policy would only cover claimed acts of negligence in 1983. After concluding that Mr. Cardenas had seen Dr. Garcia but once in 1983 and, thus, that ICA bore the greatest risk, APIE agreed with ICA to share in any settlement or judgment on a pro rata basis. The Cardenases subsequently filed an original and five amended petitions and did not allege malpractice during the APIE policy period. In July of 1985, APIE informed Dr. Garcia that its policy was inapplicable, because all of the Cardenases' allegations occurred prior to its coverage.  

The Cardenases' attorney made his first written settlement demand in the amount of $600,000 before APIE sent its letter to Garcia denying coverage. The Cardenases' attorney subsequently made demands of $1,100,000 and $1,600,000, the latter coming the day of trial. The demands went unmet. On the day of trial, the Cardenases filed their sixth amended petition, for the first time making allegations within APIE's policy period.  

---
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the Cardenases' agreement not to execute against Dr. Garcia, but to look only to his insurance to satisfy any judgment. The Cardenases obtained a $2,235,483.30 judgment.

The issue ultimately became APIE's extracontractual liability for its alleged bad faith refusal to settle within policy limits. However, the Cardenases' lowest settlement demand of $600,000 triggered no duty on APIE's part unless it was within applicable limits. The Cardenases' demands could satisfy the "policy limits" requirement only if the limits of all triggered policies could be stacked.

The Garcia court refused to allow the plaintiffs to stack the ICA and APIE policies to satisfy this requirement because it involved a single claim with indivisible injury. The policy's per-occurrence indemnity cap is not raised simply because an occurrence has been extended over several policy periods, according to the Garcia court.

The [bad faith] claim by Garcia and the Cardenases rests on the assumption that Garcia had three times more insurance than he purchased. At no time during the four relevant coverage years did any two policies overlap. Thus, at no time during the four years did Garcia carry liability insurance with a per-occurrence limit greater than $500,000. Garcia did not purchase malpractice insurance for $1.5 million in coverage, as he might have done by purchasing excess or umbrella coverage, and therefore he may not claim to benefit from $1.5 million in coverage by stacking temporally distinct policies.

Although the triggering of multiple policies would provide multiple funding sources and thereby have a considerable effect on any contribution claims between ICA and APIE, it cannot lead to the conclusion that Garcia's total coverage for a "continuing" Claim Occurrence somehow exceeds the "Per Claim Occurrence" limit stated in every policy he purchased.

If a single occurrence triggers more than one policy, covering different policy periods, then different limits may apply at different times. In such a case, the insured's indemnity limits should be whatever limit applied at the single point in time during the coverage periods of the triggered policies when the insured's limit was highest. The insured is generally in the best position to identify the policy or policies that would maximize coverage.

Were concurrent primary and excess policies triggered, the Garcia court concluded, those insurers should allocate the loss or potential loss among themselves.
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Absent the plaintiffs' ability to stack the various policies, APIE never had a chance to settle the Cardenas suit within policy limits. APIE thus could not be liable for classic third-party bad faith.

The Supreme Court of Louisiana examined interpolicy stacking, which it termed "horizontal stacking," in Cole v. Celotex Corp. The Cole plaintiffs were three former refinery workers who claimed damages attributable to long-term asbestos exposure in their workplace. The plaintiffs alleged that the defendants were negligent in failing to provide them with a safe workplace in every year from 1945 through 1976. The jury agreed and awarded each plaintiff $300,000. The defendants were insured at all relevant times by the Insurance Company of North America (INA). INA's coverage during these years ranged from $10,000 to $50,000 per accident and/or occurrence.

INA argued that only one policy limit should be available to satisfy the plaintiffs' judgments. Specifically, INA asserted, the plaintiffs should be limited to the single highest applicable per accident or per occurrence limits policy triggered. The plaintiffs, conversely, argued that INA's receipt of annual premiums "refute[d] its attempt to telescope coverage." The Cole court rejected INA's arguments and allowed the plaintiffs to horizontally stack the INA policies to permit full recovery.

The Cole court first reasoned that stacking was appropriate because of its adoption of the "exposure" trigger theory. In other words, INA's coverage was triggered by the plaintiffs' mere exposure to asbestos during each policy period. The court observed that because the exposure theory's effect is the distribution of losses over many years, it harmonized nicely with the horizontal stacking of liability policies. Indeed,
exposure theory represents a judicial attempt to parallel an insured's potential tort liability with its insurers' coverage. This benefits insureds by keeping down liability insurance costs.

Second, the Cole court found support for its decision to allow horizontal stacking in "general principles of insurance law." Without surveying case law or comparing applications, the court casually accepted a statement in a treatise proclaiming that claimants generally "may recover under all available coverages provided there is no double recovery.

Last, the court posited that the case before it might not even involve stacking. To support this hypothesis, the court analogized the instant case to progressive loss cases involving multiple insurers. The court noted that where multiple insurers are involved, the cumulation of policy limits is arguably necessary to ensure contribution among insurers. By spreading the plaintiffs' judgments over several INA policies, the court was effectively "enforcing INA's contribution rights against itself." However, the Cole court's final point makes little sense; after all, INA's "rights against itself" exist only in the abstract.

Although Cole is among the most recent interpolicy or horizontal stacking decisions, it does not necessarily represent the majority view. The leading exposure theory case is Insurance Co. of North America v. Forty-Eight Insulations, Inc., in which the court refused to permit interpolicy stacking through a single insurer issuing multiple policies. In Forty-Eight, the Sixth Circuit recognized that the exposure theory could lead to stacking problems and held that no insurer should be held liable in any one case for amounts exceeding the highest single yearly limit of each policy.

Insureds should not be allowed to stack multiple liability policies, regardless of whether they are issued by a single insurer or by several insurers. Insureds desiring greater coverage than might be available on a primary basis are free to purchase excess or umbrella policies. To allow insureds to stack policies is to treat insurers' obligations for catastrophic or continuing injuries differently from their obligations for other losses.
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Courts should not rewrite policies to reflect this distinction. Moreover, the fact that an occurrence spans several years does not change the fact that it is but a single occurrence. For example, a doctor's continued negligence over several years does not translate into more than one claim of malpractice.  

VI. APPORTIONING DEFENSE COSTS BETWEEN OR AMONG CONCURRENT PRIMARY INSURERS

A plaintiff's complaint or petition may trigger more than one concurrent insurer's duty to defend. Given insurers' sensitivity to defense costs, it is not surprising that concurrent insurers frequently seek contribution toward defense costs just as they look to apportion their indemnity obligations.

---


An insurer that attempts to recover some portion of defense costs from a concurrent carrier that did not assume its respective duty to defend may have a difficult time. There is no contractual obligation between or among the insurers; all contractual duties or obligations flow only to the insured. Accordingly, a few courts do not allow concurrent primary insurers to recover their defense costs. As the Supreme Court of South Carolina held in *Sloan Construction Co. v. Central National Insurance Co.*

Where two companies insure the identical risk and both policies provide for furnishing the insured with a defense, neither company, absent a contractual relationship, can require contribution from the other for expenses of the defense where one denies liability and refuses to defend. The duty to defend is personal to both insurers; neither is entitled to divide the duty.

If the minority approach explained in *Sloan* has some redeeming quality, it is its encouragement of concurrent insurers to promptly resolve defense issues by cooperative arrangement.

A majority of jurisdictions hold that an insurer honoring its duty to defend may obtain contribution from a concurrent insurer that breaches its duty to defend their common insured. The majority position sounds in equity, and indeed is supported by fairness and logic. Because each primary insurer affording coverage has a duty to defend the

---


378. Id. at 820.


insured, each should share in defense costs. Allowing a concurrent primary insurer to avoid contributing to its insured's defense only encourages the breach of the insurer's duty to defend, as the carrier can thereby reduce its expenses. Of course, and as is true with concurrent insurers' indemnity obligations, an insurer's right to contribution is not automatic. In other words, a concurrent insurer seeking contribution or reimbursement must make such a demand. Whatever obligation that might be imposed on a non-participating insurer "[does] not accrue until that insurer [is] requested to participate on some basis."\(^{382}\)

A defending insurer's equitable right to contribution does not attach if a concurrent insurer also defends, but the complaining insurer defends more vigorously or otherwise incurs greater costs. *Aetna Casualty & Surety Co. v. Mutual Enumclaw Insurance Co.*\(^{383}\) illustrates this point. *Aetna* involved a defamation claim against an attorney, Skip Smyser, and a public opinion polling firm.\(^{384}\) Smyser was insured under both his law firm's business owner's policy with Aetna and his homeowner's policy with Mutual of Enumclaw.\(^{385}\) Both insurers honored their duty to defend Smyser.\(^{386}\) Aetna ultimately spent $30,522.04 for Smyser's defense, while Mutual of Enumclaw spent only $5,220.00.\(^{387}\) Aetna later sued Mutual of Enumclaw in an effort to recover its defense costs.\(^{388}\) The trial court required Mutual of Enumclaw to pay one-half of Smyser's total defense costs, and the insurer appealed.\(^{389}\)

The *Aetna* court recognized concurrent insurers' rights to contribution or reimbursement of defense costs, but only where the target insurer breaches its duty to defend.\(^{390}\) This distinction was critical, since Mutual of Enumclaw "did not breach its duty to defend Smyser . . . ."\(^{391}\) The court concluded that both insurers, "having fulfilled their duty to defend, although adopting different strategy and tactics, shall pay for their own defense costs."\(^{392}\)

---
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With the great weight of authority supporting the apportionment of defense costs among duty-bound primary insurers, the method or means by which costs are shared becomes the critical issue. Unfortunately, a majority rule cannot safely be stated. It is not unusual for courts in the same jurisdiction, or for federal courts sitting in diversity cases, to apply differing rules depending on the case. Some courts simply divide defense costs equally between the insurers, while others prorate defense costs based on the total policy limits. Defense costs may also be apportioned in accordance with indemnity payments, an approach that enjoys wide acceptance.

All three approaches to apportioning defense costs are somewhat arbitrary, but all are justifiable. The latter approach arguably best reflects concurrent insurers' intent, since it tracks their respective indemnity obligations. Courts should always attempt to give effect to the contracting parties' intent. Prorating defense costs by total policy limits recognizes the basic principle that where an insurer's potential liability is greater its interest in the litigation should be greater, and it should therefore bear defense costs in proportion to its interest. Finally, because insurers' defense and indemnity obligations are separate and distinct, a compelling argument can be made that defense costs should be borne equally. After all, each insurer assumed an equal and unrelated duty to defend.

The "other insurance" clauses in concurrent insurers' respective policies should have no bearing on the apportionment of defense costs. Of course, in certain circumstances an "other insurance" clause may operate to remove an insurer from the coverage picture, thus severing its duty to defend. The concurrent insurer with primary liability must then

bear the entire burden of defense. Beyond such fundamentals, however, "other insurance" clauses speak only to loss allocation. In the liability insurance context, "losses" are either covered judgments or settlements on the behalf of insureds. "Other insurance" clauses thus relate only to insurers' indemnity obligations, and they do not even purport to address the allocation or apportionment of defense costs.

VII. ALLOCATING LOSSES AND APPORTIONING DEFENSE COSTS AMONG OR BETWEEN CONSECUTIVE INSURERS: "MULTIPLE INSURANCE" PROBLEMS

As previously discussed, the problems posed when there is concurrent coverage are often complex. Such difficulties pale in comparison to the problems raised in cases involving progressive injuries or losses. Asbestos-related disease claims, hazardous waste site litigation and a wide range of other "toxic torts," as well as progressive property damage cases, such as those involving earth movement and water leakage, have spawned hopelessly confusing insurance coverage problems. "Other insurance" clauses do not operate where the subject policies are consecutive rather than concurrent, depriving insurers and insureds alike of a crucial tool for resolving coverage disputes. Courts are thus left to adopt or embrace one of several equitable apportionment theories that have emerged.

A. Coverage "Triggers"

Comprehensive general liability (CGL) policies cover bodily injury or property damage caused by an "occurrence." Standard policies define an "occurrence" as an "accident, including continuous or repeated exposure to conditions, which results in bodily injury or property damage neither expected nor intended from the standpoint of the insured." In continuing injury or progressive loss cases, there may be prolonged exposure to the harmful condition, ultimately followed by manifestation of the harm. The question then becomes, which consecutive policies were triggered? The answer to this question is crucial, because each insurer whose coverage is triggered is potentially liable for the loss up to its

policy limits, as well as facing defense costs. Four predominant coverage triggers have emerged: (1) the "exposure" theory; (2) the "actual injury" or "injury in fact" theory; (3) the "manifestation" theory; and (4) the "continuous trigger" or "triple trigger" theory. Of course, liability policies do not specify a "trigger." The term "trigger" merely describes the event or events that determine whether an insurer must defend and/or indemnify its insured under a given policy.

1. The "Exposure" Trigger

The "exposure" theory of liability was crafted in asbestos litigation. Asbestos-related diseases develop slowly over many years without detection; however, because scar tissue develops shortly after the inhalation of asbestos fibers, courts employing exposure theory deem each exposure (i.e., each deposit of asbestos fiber) to be a separate occurrence of bodily injury in a continuing tort. Exposure theory has moved beyond asbestos litigation to general toxic torts and environmental litigation. In short, the exposure theory results in CGL coverage being triggered each time a person or property is exposed to the harmful condition during a policy period. Regardless of when the injury actually occurs, it is deemed to have occurred at the time of exposure. A worker's repeated inhalation of harmful vapors over a twenty year career thus may trigger twenty CGL policies (assuming calendar year policy periods).

2. The "Actual Injury" or "Injury in Fact" Trigger


waiti adopted the injury-in-fact trigger for all standard CGL policies in 1994. The Supreme Court of Hawaii spoke for all jurisdictions that have adopted this trigger when it held in Sentinel Insurance Co., Ltd. v. First Insurance Co. of Hawaii, Ltd.: 406 "[T]he injury-in-fact trigger is compelled by the plain language of the policies, and it does not violate the objectively reasonable expectations of the parties or relevant policy considerations." 406

Where harm results from discrete, identifiable events, or where contamination ceases prior to a particular policy’s inception, the actual injury trigger limits coverage to the policy in effect when contaminants or pollutants were first discharged. Harm persisting into subsequent policy periods relates back to the initial policy period. 407 If harm results from diverse causes over successive years, the date of actual injury may not be limited to a single policy period. 408

3. The “Manifestation” Trigger

Those courts employing the “manifestation” trigger hold that bodily injury or property damage occurs when a latent disease or defect manifests itself. The policy in effect when the injury or damage is discovered, or reasonably should be discovered, is thus triggered. The manifestation trigger has been widely adopted. 409 The manifestation trigger results in

---

405. 875 P.2d 894 (Haw. 1994).
the narrowest coverage because it assigns the risk to the policy period when the harm was discovered or should have been discovered. Once the subject injury or damage manifests itself, subsequent policies cannot be triggered. The insurer on the risk at the time of manifestation bears the entire loss.40

4. The "Continuous Trigger" or "Triple Trigger" Theory

The broadest coverage is afforded by application of a "continuous trigger" or "triple trigger." This theory was first expounded in Keene Corp. v. Insurance of North America.41 The continuous trigger theory implicates all policies from the date of first exposure through manifestation. It is called the "triple trigger" or sometimes the "Keene triple trigger" because it embraces the three other possible triggers: exposure, actual injury, and manifestation. Like the manifestation trigger, the continuous trigger has been widely adopted.42

The continuous trigger theory is often thought to best accommodate the competing interests of insurers and insureds. As the court in Owens-Illinois, Inc. v. United Insurance Co.43 observed in the progressive disease context: "[T]he continuous trigger theory best comports with what medical science teaches and what common sense dictates, that a disease begins with the onset of exposure and continues until the illness becomes manifest. It follows that insurance policies in place from exposure to manifestation are implicated and afford coverage."44 The Owens-Illinois court's reasoning translates easily to environmental claims, such as those attributable to the discharge of pollutants over several years.

414. Id. at 26.
B. Liability Insurance: Allocating Losses and Apportioning Defense Costs

Different triggers may be applied to different types of injuries and property damage. Additionally, losses spanning consecutive policy periods may not be confined to progressive disease cases (e.g., asbestos litigation) and environmental hazards. For example, claims of child sexual abuse and medical malpractice may implicate multiple policies. To the limited extent possible, general guidelines for allocating losses and apportioning defense costs must therefore be gleaned from a few illustrative cases.

1. Exposure Trigger

In Gulf Chemical & Metallurgical Corp. v. Associated Metals & Minerals Corp., the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals determined the appropriate apportionment defense costs among a chemical manufacturer's five insurers. Some 5000 workers sued the manufacturer, alleging that exposure to the latter's product, molyoxide, between 1946 and 1990 harmed them. The Gulf Chemical court apportioned defense costs "according to the time that each insurer accepted the risk of exposure to Gulf's chemicals." Specifically, the Fifth Circuit explained that liability for defense costs should be based on "(1) who sues Gulf (as opposed to who recovers damages from Gulf); (2) the time period [of] alleged exposure ...; and (3) the amount of effort required to defend Gulf ... ." Because it could not determine the answers to these factors from the existing record, the court ordered the insurers to bear the costs equally.

Missouri adopted the exposure trigger in Continental Casualty Co. v. Medical Protective Co. In Continental Casualty, three malpractice insurers sought declaratory judgment on the proper apportionment of a
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settlement that the insurers paid on a dentist's behalf.\(^{423}\) The plaintiff in
the underlying action alleged that the dentist "failed to exercise ordinary
skill and care throughout the course of her treatment," which spanned
some forty-eight office visits between 1965 and 1985.\(^{424}\) Although none
of the insurers' policies ever overlapped, "[t]he trial court, focusing on
the 'other insurance' clauses contained in the policies . . . , ordered a pro
rata allocation of the loss based upon the total of policy limit exposure
of each company."\(^{425}\)

The Missouri Court of Appeals reversed the trial court, first observing:

The provisions of liability insurance policies pertaining to the effect of other or
additional liability insurance coverage for the same loss relate to concurrent cov-
erage of a single occurrence. These policy provisions have no application to a loss
resulting from series of occurrences over a period of time involving consecutive
rather than concurrent insurance coverage.\(^{426}\)

The court next observed that each of the insurers contracted to indem-
nify the dentist only for the period during which their respective policies
were in effect.\(^{427}\) Accordingly, each insurer should not be held responsible
for any actions of the insured prior or subsequent to the period of their respective coverage.\(^{428}\) Because the trial court's decision mandated the opposite result, it was therefore erroneous.\(^{429}\) The unfairness of the trial court's approach was most evident when the court considered that "[t]he risk to which each insurer is exposed and the premium it re-
ceives . . . are related more to the time of exposure than to the amount
of coverage."\(^{430}\)

The Continental Casualty court concluded that "[w]here a loss is
caused . . . by a series of cumulative acts or omissions, . . . the fair meth-
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ages," the court divided the amount in the same proportion that it divided the damage settlement.434

2. Actual Injury Trigger

The Supreme Court of Minnesota recently allocated liability for property damage under consecutive liability insurance policies in *Northern States Power Co. v. Fidelity & Casualty Co.*435 In *Northern States*, the groundwater was contaminated at two of the insured's coal-tar gasification facilities.436 The insured argued that all of its consecutive insurers were liable and that the "court should apportion liability" pro rata according to the respective policy limits.437 The court rejected this argument, noting that the appropriate theory in Minnesota to determine which consecutive policies have been triggered by an "occurrence" is the "actual injury" or "injury-in-fact" theory.438

The essence of the actual injury trigger theory is that each insurer is held liable for only those damages which occurred during its policy period; no insurer is held liable for damages outside its policy period. Where the policy periods do not overlap, therefore, the insurers are consecutively, not concurrently, liable. A "pro rata by limits" allocation method effectively makes those insurers with higher limits liable for damages incurred outside their policy periods and is therefore inconsistent with the actual injury trigger theory.439

The court then addressed the actual allocation of damages based on this theory.440

The *Northern States* court instructed the trial court to presume that damages were continuous beginning from the first damage to the time that damages were discovered or when cleanup occurred in those situations where damages span multiple policy periods.441 The court further instructed that if an insurer claimed that no damage occurred during his respective policy period, the court determined that the insurer maintained the burden of proof on that fact.442
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442. *Id.* The court noted that an insurer becomes liable only upon "at least one [triggering] occurrence." *Id.*
In the instant case, the court found that there was no feasible method of determining when individual instances of pollution had occurred because the pollution was so continuous and repetitive.440 This "one continuing occurrence" satisfied the requisite triggering occurrence for each period of the applicable policy.441 Therefore, the court concluded that the proper method of allocating the total liability of the insurers was to base it on the length of time that each insurer was on the risk.442 The court explained its conclusion by example:

If... contamination occurred over a period of ten years, 1/10th of the damage would be allocable to the period of time that a policy in force for one year was on the risk and 3/10ths of the damage would be allocable to the period of time a three-year policy was in force.

Because the insured had a self-insured retention under each of the triggered policies, the court held that the insurer bore the loss up to its retained limit under each triggered policy.443 The insurers then had to pay for amounts that exceeded the insured's retained limit for each policy "up to the policy limit for one occurrence."444

Northern States is a curious decision because the court essentially applied a continuous trigger even though it announced that it was applying an actual injury trigger. The court's de facto application of the continuous trigger no doubt stemmed from its determination that there was but a single continuing occurrence. Although the Northern States court's approach is not erroneous, it is intellectually dishonest to label it as actual injury theory. The court should have just stated that the continuous trigger applies to progressive losses, even though the actual injury trigger is Minnesota's first choice or standard. In fact, this was the approach the Hawaii Supreme Court took in Sentinel Insurance Co., Ltd. v. First Insurance Co. of Hawaii.445

3. Continuous Trigger

Among the most recent asbestos cases is J.H. France Refractories Co. v. Allstate Insurance Co.,446 in which the Supreme Court of Pennsyl-
vania approved the continuous trigger theory of liability.451 Using this theory, the court reversed the intermediate appellate court's decision to prorate liability based on "the amount of time each policy was in effect."452 The court gave four reasons for its decision. First, the language of the policies required each insurer to "pay . . . all sums which the Insured shall become legally obligated to pay . . . not merely some pro rata portion."453 Second, medical evidence contradicts the notion that asbestosis-related disease progresses linearly.454 Thus, it was logically inconsistent to apportion liability on a linear basis.455 Indeed, the court was unwilling to apportion liability based on a fictitious policy with unascertainable terms and limits.456 Finally, the insurers' policy defined "occurrence" to include "continuous or repeated exposure to conditions which result in bodily injury."457 The court explained that this definition entails liability for an entire loss because "additional exposure or injury . . . at times other than when the insurer was on the risk" is irrelevant "once the liability of a given insurer is triggered."458

Consistent with these reasons, the J.H. France Refractories court held that each and every one of the insurers who maintained a policy during the period of an asbestosis-related disease, or its evolution, is deemed a primary insurer.459 Additionally, the court allowed the insured to seek indemnity from its choice or combination of policies and to turn to any of the remaining insurers determined to be on the risk during the development of the disease once the insured exhausted the limits of the other policies.460

Finally, the court observed that its method for allocating loss affected neither the insurers' rights to contribution nor the validity of "other in-
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surance" clauses. Indeed, insurers remained free to seek reimbursement of "indemnification or defense costs . . . under 'other insurance' clauses or under the equitable doctrine of contribution."

In Zurich Insurance Co. v. Transamerica Insurance Co., a California appellate court applied the continuous trigger to progressive property damage claims made under third-party liability policies. The Zurich court rejected the manifestation trigger based on the definition of "occurrence" in the third-party liability context. The court reasoned that the manifestation trigger did not translate well to "a continuing series of loss causing events" that implicated liability coverages, even though a court might appropriately apply it in the first-party property insurance context.

J.H. France Refractories and Zurich make clear that any insurer on a risk in continuous trigger jurisdictions initially faces liability up to its policy limits. Liability and defense costs must somehow be apportioned later. Unfortunately, "other insurance" clauses do not assist in any way because they apply only when there is concurrent coverage. If a court is to allocate liability and defense costs, it will most likely prorate based on purely equitable principles. The wild card, of course, is the method of proration. A court might simply allocate a loss through contribution by equal shares or straight contribution by limits, or a court might create a hybrid mechanism, such as prorating based on policy limits multiplied by years of coverage.
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C. A Single Occurrence v. Multiple Occurrences

When a loss spans several policy periods, insurers and insureds commonly question whether there is a single occurrence or multiple occurrences. Most courts have adopted the "causal approach" to determine whether particular events constitute one occurrence or multiple occurrences for purposes of insurance liability.\(^469\) Under the causal approach, so long as the injuries stem from one proximate cause there is a single occurrence.\(^470\)

The single occurrence versus multiple occurrences question may come up in the context of environmental claims where pollutants are discharged over a period of years. Alleged multiple occurrences also may be an issue in medical malpractice cases where the plaintiff treats with the allegedly negligent physician over several months or years.\(^471\) The question has recently and frequently been raised in disturbing cases of pedophilia.\(^472\)

In *Interstate Fire & Casualty Co. v. Archdiocese of Portland in Oregon*,\(^473\) Interstate appealed the summary judgment granted to the Archdiocese.\(^474\) Nine years earlier, Fred Grgich sued the Archdiocese. Grgich asserted that he had been sexually molested from 1979 to 1983 by a

---
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priest working for the Archdiocese. Father Laughlin, the priest, sexually molested children for many years. Laughlin's behavior was first reported in 1979 and complaints continued to be reported every year through 1983. The Archdiocese and Laughlin settled the Grgich suit for $500,000.

At all relevant times the Archdiocese maintained at least a $50,000 self-insured retention (SIR). A first layer of excess coverage was provided by Underwriters at Lloyd's of London (Lloyd's), with a second layer excess policy provided by Interstate Fire & Casualty Company (Interstate). Interstate incorporated Lloyd's terms by using "following form" policies. Interstate funded nearly $350,000 of the Grgich settlement. Interstate then sued the Archdiocese and Lloyd's for reimbursement of all funds that it contributed to the settlement. Interstate maintained that each molestation of Grgich was a separate occurrence. Alternatively, Interstate argued that each series of molestations in a single policy period constituted a single occurrence. Either way, Grgich's claims triggered coverage in each policy year; therefore, the Archdiocese's annual SIR's and the consecutive Lloyd's policies covered the entire loss.

The district court concluded that Laughlin's molestation of Grgich during 1979-83 constituted a single occurrence. In determining whether the single occurrence triggered one or more policies, the court applied the "first encounter rule." Because Grgich was first molested in 1979, the court held that all claimed damages were covered under the policies in effect in 1979. Based on this theory the court did not allow Interstate reimbursement. The Ninth Circuit reversed.

The Interstate Fire court reasoned that while the standard policy definition of "occurrence" provides that multiple exposures attributable to
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the same general conditions constitute a single occurrence, the policy's assuring clause made clear that this is true only of multiple exposures during the policy period. Accordingly, Grgich's exposure to Laughlin in each of the four different policy periods constituted separate occurrences.

The Archdiocese and Lloyd's argued that a finding of multiple occurrences would violate "the rule that an insurer cannot insure against a loss that has already begun." The court quickly disposed of this argument:

By positing that the entire series of molestations constituted a single "loss," as that term is used in the policies, this argument assumes what it seeks to prove. Here, there is distinct loss in each policy period because each policy covers only damages arising from the molestations "happening during the period of Insurance." As the Diocese of Lafayette court reasoned in directly analogous circumstances: "A subsequent molestation, occurring outside the policy period, is not a consequential damage of the previous molestation; it is a new injury, with its own resulting damages." Because the loss under any given policy includes only damages stemming from molestations occurring within the policy period, and because there were distinct acts and distinct damages requiring indemnification in each policy period, this argument too must fail.

In Diocese of Winona v. Interstate Fire & Casualty Co., the parties agreed that six reported incidents of pedophilia by one priest over a period of eight years constituted "a single, continuing occurrence that spanned eight one-year policy periods." In Diocese of Winona, Aetna insured the Diocese when the plaintiff was first molested. The other two responsible insurers, Lloyd's and Interstate, argued that the damage should be deemed to have occurred at the time of the plaintiff's first encounter with the priest; thus, only Aetna's policy was triggered. Aetna argued that each consecutive policy covered only that portion of the plaintiff's injury that occurred during the policy period, such that "any damage award must be apportioned between the triggered policies."
The court rejected the argument that the majority of the plaintiff’s injuries stemmed from the first incidence of abuse. Based on the facts presented, the court found that the plaintiff continued to suffer additional personal injury as long as he endured the priest’s abuse. Because the single occurrence spanned multiple policy periods, the court reasoned that the damage had to be allocated between the policy periods according to when it happened. The court allocated damages on a monthly basis, since the priest abused the plaintiff during only parts of the first and last policy periods. Allocating damages on a monthly basis instead of an annual basis was said to be more than fair under the circumstances.

A different situation was presented in Washoe County v. Transcontinental Insurance Co. The Washoe plaintiffs alleged that Washoe County (the County) negligently licensed the Papoose Palace Day Care Center (Papoose). A Papoose employee admittedly abused several children between May 1980 and his arrest in April 1983.

The County eventually paid out $406,000 to settle all the pending lawsuits. The County retained two insurers, Transcontinental Insurance Company and Columbia Casualty Company, to cover claims exceeding the County’s $50,000 retained limit. When the carriers declined to indemnify the County for its settlements with the Papoose claimants, the County sued.

The County argued that its liability stemmed from the single ongoing act of improper conduct in the licensing process. The failure to adequately investigate Papoose’s qualifications led to dangerous conditions for the children attending Papoose. In short, the County argued that all of the employee’s acts of molestation constituted a single occurrence. The insurers contended that the injuries to each child constituted separate occurrences per policy period because additional liability resulted each time a child was molested by a Papoose employee.
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Thus, the carriers reasoned, the $50,000 injury limit had never been surpassed.\textsuperscript{516} The trial court sustained the insurers’ summary judgment motion, concluding that the molestation of each child was a separate occurrence.\textsuperscript{517}

The Supreme Court of Nevada reversed the trial court.\textsuperscript{518} The Washoe court rejected the insurers’ argument that the occurrence analysis necessarily focused on the Papoose employee’s conduct.\textsuperscript{519} The court found that an “occurrence” would be found under the “causal” approach only when it could be linked to the liability of the defendant.\textsuperscript{520} The court held that negligence in the County’s licensing of Papoose caused all the acts of molestation.\textsuperscript{521} The court concluded that the County’s negligence in the licensing process, and its attendant investigation, constituted a single occurrence.\textsuperscript{522} As the case was remanded in favor of the County, the carriers were obligated to indemnify the County for its settlements in the Papoose litigation.\textsuperscript{523}

\textbf{D. The Special Problems of Property Insurance}

First-party property insurance cases are materially different from third-party liability cases. A property insurance policy is a contract under which “the insurer agrees to indemnify the insured in the event the insured property suffers a covered loss.”\textsuperscript{524} Coverage under the policy encompasses specific losses or “perils.”\textsuperscript{525} Property insurance policies consider “perils” to be losses due to “fortuitous” forces, such as “lightning, wind and explosion.”\textsuperscript{526} First party contract cases depend on whether the policy explicitly or implicitly provides coverage for the claim.\textsuperscript{527} In contrast, coverage under a liability policy is predicated on the tort law of
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negligence.\textsuperscript{528} Thus, liability insurance policies cover more risks than first-party policies.\textsuperscript{529}

The leading case on loss allocation in the first-party property context is \textit{Prudential-LMI Commercial Insurance v. Superior Court}.\textsuperscript{530} The \textit{Prudential-LMI} plaintiffs built an apartment complex in 1971 and insured it successively with four different fire and property insurers over a fifteen-year period.\textsuperscript{531} Prudential insured the building from October 1977 to October 1980.\textsuperscript{532} The policy covered "all risks of direct physical loss," except for specific exclusions.\textsuperscript{533}

Five years after the Prudential policy expired, the plaintiffs discovered that a large fissure had damaged the foundation. They filed a claim one month later.\textsuperscript{534} The plaintiffs' insurance broker informed all four insurance companies of the claim.\textsuperscript{535} Prudential's investigation found that the damage resulted from the stress of "expansive soil."\textsuperscript{536} Nearly two years after filing the claim, but before receiving a formal rejection, the plaintiffs sued the insurers on alternative theories of breach of contract, bad faith, breach of fiduciary duties and negligence.\textsuperscript{537}

Prudential moved for summary judgment, claiming plaintiff could not prove that the loss occurred while Prudential insured the property.\textsuperscript{538} The trial court denied the insurer's motion.\textsuperscript{539} Prudential then petitioned the Court of Appeal for a writ of mandamus, arguing that the plaintiffs' claim failed under the policy's provision that suits must be brought within one year.\textsuperscript{540} The Court of Appeal agreed that the plaintiffs' claims were time-barred.\textsuperscript{541} The property damage may have occurred over several years, and that may have influenced the appellate court's decision.\textsuperscript{542} The court reasoned that "because it is often difficult to detect progressive property loss and such damage may occur over several policy periods without detection, equity demands an apportionment of damages between those insurers on the risk during the entire period of the
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The court's apportionment of liability was one of the issues that the California Supreme Court was asked to review.\textsuperscript{544}

The Court of Appeal had observed in dictum that the continuous trigger approach to liability should be applied.\textsuperscript{540} Because its policy period ended five years before the plaintiffs discovered the damage, Prudential contended that it should not be responsible for any portion of the loss.\textsuperscript{546} Prudential asserted that the "manifestation rule" of liability was reasonable.\textsuperscript{547} Under this rule, the insurer at the time of the discovery of a loss must pay the claim.\textsuperscript{548}

The \textit{Prudential-LMI} court agreed that the manifestation rule is appropriate in first-party claims because it provides a well-defined standard for insurers and claimants.\textsuperscript{549} Indeed, such a rule is in the public interest because without it, insurers could contest every claim.\textsuperscript{550} As the court explained:

\begin{quote}
\[\text{Prior to the manifestation of damage, the loss is still a contingency under the policy and the insured has not suffered a compensable loss. Once the loss is manifested, however, the risk is no longer contingent; rather an event has occurred that triggers indemnity unless such event is specifically excluded. \ldots\quad \text{Correspondingly, in conformity with the loss in progress rule, insurers whose policy terms commence after initial manifestation of the loss are not responsible for any potential claim relating to the previously discovered and manifested loss.} \]
\end{quote}

Using the time of manifestation of damage as a guide to liability satisfies an insured's reasonable expectations because his current insurance company indemnifies his loss.\textsuperscript{552} The manifestation rule also benefits insurers because it clearly establishes the parameters of liability.\textsuperscript{553} Absent manifestation, insurers cannot be liable after their policies expire.\textsuperscript{554} Further, this predictability ultimately benefits insureds through lower premiums.\textsuperscript{555}
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The Supreme Court of Nevada took up the issue of apportionment among consecutive property insurers some two years later in Jackson v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co.\(^{556}\) In Jackson, ground movement gradually damaged the plaintiff’s house.\(^{557}\) The court’s first task was to determine whether the damage occurred during State Farm’s policy period.\(^{558}\) The court observed that although State Farm continuously insured the property, the coverage was renewed annually.\(^{559}\) State Farm argued that it was responsible for damage incurred only within the one-year period of the policy.\(^{560}\) The Jacksons contended that applying the continuous exposure rule was fair, while State Farm argued for adoption of the manifestation rule.\(^{561}\)

The Jackson court adopted the manifestation rule, agreeing with the Prudential-LMI court that this theory “promotes greater certainty in the insurance industry” and benefits consumers because it contains insurance costs and satisfies insureds’ reasonable expectations.\(^{562}\) In rejecting the continuous exposure approach, the court distinguished the extensive harm of the asbestos cases from ordinary damage claims.\(^{563}\) The tremendous need and widespread damage of the asbestos cases requires special consideration and does not affect the analysis of individual claims of “progressive property loss.”\(^{564}\)

Prudential-LMI and Jackson should reflect the majority view. Under the “known loss” or “loss in progress” rule,\(^{565}\) an insurer may insure only against contingent or unknown risks.\(^{566}\) An insurer cannot be liable
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where damages occur and are apparent before its policy takes effect.\textsuperscript{567} The loss in progress rule corresponds naturally with the manifestation theory in that both seek to fix a time of loss.\textsuperscript{568} In contrast, the exposure theory attempts to allocate a loss along a continuum.\textsuperscript{569} The exposure trigger is thus wholly inconsistent with the known loss rule, which requires a specific reference point for any given loss. Indeed, the known loss rule is a "fundamental principle" of insurance law that provides that insurance is designed to only cover risks "which are not definitely known to the insured."\textsuperscript{570} The manifestation rule preserves this principle, but the exposure theory does not.
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\textsuperscript{567} By its very nature, insurance is fundamentally based on contingent risks which may or may not occur . . . . If the insured knows or has reason to know, when it purchases [an insurance] policy, that there is a substantial probability that it will suffer or has already suffered a loss, the risk ceases to be contingent and becomes a probable or known loss. Where the insured has evidence of a probable loss when it purchases [an insurance] policy, the loss is uninsurable under that policy (unless the parties otherwise contract) because the "risk of liability is no longer unknown."
ample, when a corporation's "losses" are a "certainty," it may choose to self-insure. In such a case, the corporation would pay damage claims outright.

A. Self-Insurance Mechanisms or Schemes

"Self-insurance" can take many forms. Self-insurance mechanisms or schemes include: true self-insurance, or pure risk retention; the purchase of insurance with a self-insured retention; the purchase of fronting policies; and the purchase of policies with retrospective premiums.

1. True Self-Insurance

A corporation that truly self-insures retains all risks against which it might otherwise insure. For example, a corporation that self-insures instead of purchasing a CGL policy bears any judgments or settlements connected to property damage or bodily injury claims, as well as all related loss adjustment expenses. For these reasons, true self-insurance is usually reserved for the largest and wealthiest corporations. Many governmental entities, such as municipalities, counties and various se-
vice districts, also self-insure. Governmental entities often choose risk retention because of the prohibitive cost of liability insurance for their activities or operations, or because the purchase of liability insurance operates as a waiver of sovereign or statutory immunity.

2. Self-Insured Retentions

A corporation may purchase liability insurance covering less than its entire possible exposure and retain the remaining risk. The dollar amount of potential losses retained or borne by the corporation is referred to as its “self-insured retention,” or “SIR.” When an SIR is under an excess or umbrella policy, it is commonly referred to as the “retained limit.”

Although deductibles and SIR’s may appear superficially analogous, there are significant differences between the two. First, when an implicated policy includes an SIR, the full policy limits are available once the SIR has been satisfied. A deductible, on the other hand, is subtracted from the policy limits, thereby reducing an insurer’s indemnity obligation. Second, should an insured with a deductible become insolvent, the insurer must satisfy the deductible as part of its obligation to pay losses up to its limit of liability. With an SIR, the impact of the insured’s insolvency usually is felt by the claimant—not the insurer. The insured remains obligated to pay the amount of its SIR directly to the claimant, and the insurer is liable only for that portion of the loss exceeding the SIR. Finally, when a liability policy includes an SIR, the insured generally adjusts claims, either directly or through a third-party administrator. With a deductible, however, the insurer retains control of claims handling.

3. Fronting Policies

“Fronting” refers to the issuance of an insurance policy under which the insured is left to administer all claims and agrees to reimburse the insurer for all settlements or judgments paid. Fronting policies do not indemnify the insured, and they are usually issued to satisfy state financial responsibility laws. Fronting policies satisfy state financial responsibility laws by guaranteeing third parties that their claims against the insured

will be paid. The insurer essentially functions as a surety relative to the insured's ability to pay covered claims.677

4. Retrospective Premiums

A risk may be insured under a policy with a retrospective premium feature. In other words, premium cost is determined annually based on the insured's losses in the previous year, or "claim experience."678 Retrospectively-rated policies operate simply: the parties establish an annual premium at the inception of coverage based on estimated losses for the ensuing policy year. If the actual losses incurred during the policy period are less than estimated, the insured receives a partial premium rebate. If actual losses are greater than the insurer estimated, the insured is charged an additional premium.679 The retrospective premium is a percentage of the losses, often coupled with some portion of defense costs or a charge for claims administration. Retrospective premiums are commonly encountered in workers' compensation insurance policies.680

B. Self-Insurance as "Other Insurance"

1. Self-Insurers v. Insurers in the Liability Insurance Context

As self-insurance has increased in popularity, liability insurers have frequently attempted to compel self-insureds to share indemnity obligations pursuant to the "other insurance" clauses in the insurers' policies. The question then becomes, do self-insurance mechanisms or schemes constitute "other valid and collectible insurance"? Several jurisdictions hold that where "self-insurance" is pure risk retention, an SIR, or participation in some sort of governmental risk retention pool, self-insurance is not "other insurance."681

Wake County Hospital System, Inc. v. National Casualty Co. is a representative case. The plaintiffs in Wake County sued the hospital and its employee, nurse Sharon Sarvey, for medical malpractice in connection with Sarvey's neonatal care of an infant. The hospital had liability insurance with St. Paul Fire & Marine, with a $750,000 per person/per event SIR and a $1,000,000 annual aggregate SIR. Sarvey had a separate policy with National Casualty that did not have a deductible. Sarvey's National Casualty policy included an excess "other insurance" clause. The suit was settled for less than the hospital's $750,000 per event SIR, with National Casualty and the hospital funding the settlement. The parties reserved their rights to litigate coverage issues.

The hospital later sued National Casualty seeking a declaratory judgment that Sarvey's policy with National Casualty was primary, and provided exclusive coverage for the settlement.

The hospital contended that its SIR did not constitute "other valid and collectible insurance" as that phrase was used in Sarvey's policy with National Casualty. The hospital argued that National Casualty's "other insurance" clause applied only to other insurance policies and not to its SIR. The hospital further argued that its SIR was not insurance at all because (1) the hospital received no premiums or payments; (2) a risk of loss was never shifted; (3) the hospital was not in the business of insur-
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ance; and (4) the hospital was not subject to the statutory requirements imposed on ordinary insurers. 591

National Casualty contended that the hospital had a contractual obligation to defend and indemnify Sarvey as a third-party beneficiary under its St. Paul policy for claims up to $750,000. 592 This contractual obligation constituted "other insurance" for purposes of National Casualty's policy. 593 Essentially, National Casualty argued that because St. Paul had a duty to defend and indemnify Sarvey for any claim in excess of $750,000, the hospital had a similar obligation to Sarvey under the St. Paul policy for any claim under $750,000 arising out of her employment. 594 National Casualty further argued that the hospital should not be allowed to shift a risk that the hospital accepted and for which it received a benefit. 595 In other words, it would be inequitable to allow the hospital to saddle National Casualty with a loss that the hospital promised to cover and for which it received the economic benefit of reduced premiums. 596

The Wake County court sustained the hospital's summary judgment motion. 597 The court reasoned:

[The plain and ordinary meaning of the term "insurance" contemplates a written contract—an insurance policy—issued by one individual or entity to compensate another for loss in exchange for a premium . . . . [U]nder a self-insurance scheme, no written insurance policy is issued by another individual or entity nor is a premium paid because obviously a business which is self-insured does not need to pay itself to protect against its own risk of loss.

National argues that [the hospital] was contractually obligated to defend and indemnify Sarvey for claims up to $750,000, and that this contractual obligation constitutes "other insurance." . . . [W]hatever contractual obligation Wake had to Sarvey, [it] does not fall within the plain and ordinary definition of insurance as the term is used in National's policy. Wake did not issue an insurance policy to Sarvey, nor did Sarvey pay a premium to Wake for any benefit or protection against loss. Because Wake had a self-insured retention of $750,000, it was essentially uninsured for that amount. As a result, Wake cannot be viewed as having "insurance," as that term is plainly and ordinarily used, since it had no insurance for valid claims made which were under $750,000. 598

The general rule stated in Wake County may be inapplicable in the automobile liability insurance context. State financial responsibility laws making liability insurance compulsory, coupled with many corporations' (especially car rental agencies) decisions to self-insure, have made delib-
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erate risk retention the “functional equivalent” of liability insurance.\textsuperscript{599} Pure self-insurance and SIR’s are typically held to be “other valid and collectible insurance” in the automobile liability context.\textsuperscript{600}

In \textit{Hillegass v. Landwehr},\textsuperscript{601} plaintiff Donald Hillegass was injured when his car collided with a car driven by defendant Gregory Landwehr.\textsuperscript{602} Landwehr was driving a Burlington Air Express (BAE) company car.\textsuperscript{603} At the time, BAE was self-insured up to $1,000,000 and had a $2,000,000 umbrella policy with Protective Insurance Company.\textsuperscript{604} Landwehr had his own policy with Farmers Insurance Exchange.\textsuperscript{605} The trial court concluded that BAE's self-insurance was other valid and collectible insurance within the meaning of Farmer’s “other insurance” clause and determined that BAE was primarily liable.\textsuperscript{606} BAE appealed the trial court’s entry of summary judgment.\textsuperscript{607}

On appeal, BAE argued that because “insurance” involves the contractual shifting of risk in exchange for premiums, there necessarily must be a third-party insurer to implicate an “other insurance” clause in a concurrent policy.\textsuperscript{608} The \textit{Hillegass} court summarily rejected BAE’s argument:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{601} Id. at 652 (Wis. 1993).
  \item \textsuperscript{602} Id. at 653.
  \item \textsuperscript{603} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{604} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{605} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{606} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{607} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{608} Id. at 654-55.
\end{itemize}
We reject Burlington’s attempt to impose an implicit contract requirement not specified . . . and instead look to the nature of “self-insurance” in the instant case . . . . Whereas contractual insurance policies involve a third-party insurer underwriting the insured’s risk in exchange for premium payments, self-insurers retain their own risk in exchange for not paying premiums. The parties implicated in the risk-shifting may change depending on the particular arrangement, but the essence of the transaction remains the same: exchanging future liability for premium payments. In the words of the [trial] court: “self-insurance is just a form of insurance . . . the modifying term ‘self’ just indicates where it emanates . . . .

In the instant case, Burlington Air Express chose to retain its own risk for the first $1 million rather than pay premiums to a third-party insurer. In so deciding, Burlington was able to exercise its business discretion in devising a scheme of risk management that it considered most advantageous.

The court also rejected BAE’s argument on public policy grounds. The court chiefly embraced Farmers’ argument that it would be “fundamentally unfair” and contrary to the legislative intent expressed in Wisconsin’s financial responsibility law “to permit companies such as [BAE] to self-insure and thereby escape both the expense of premium payments and the possibility of being held liable as [a] primary insurer.”

The Hillegass court concluded that “[t]he phrase ‘other collectible insurance’ necessarily embraces all forms of insurance, including self-insurance.” The court did not address BAE’s final argument that Farmers might have drafted a more detailed “other insurance” clause, presumably addressing self-insurance.

It is currently impossible to state a general rule governing the application of “other insurance” clauses to self-insurance. While a number of courts have held that pure risk retentions, SIR’s and governmental risk retention pools are not “insurance,” the issue apparently remains undecided in many jurisdictions. In some instances controlling documents for government risk retention pools and other self-insurance mechanisms may so strongly resemble insurance policies that courts are compelled to treat them accordingly. Too few courts have spoken to declare safely
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a majority position. Coupled with that relative lack of precedent and the need for fact-specific inquiry is the growing contrary position in the automobile liability context. While the automobile liability cases have been decided in the shadow of financial responsibility laws, it would be imprudent to think that a doctrinal leap to CGL policies is out of the question. For example, there is no reason to believe that *Hillegass* should be limited to automobile liability policies, or that it does not generally state Wisconsin law. After all, the *Hillegass* court's broad statement that "the phrase 'other collectible insurance' necessarily embraces all forms of insurance, including self-insurance," is in no way restricted to automobile liability policies.

Retrospectively-rated policies present a simpler situation. The fact that an insurer charges retrospective premiums does not alter the existence of a concurrent policy. The same is true with fronting policies. While a fronting policy may be more akin to a performance bond, and the fronting insurer more akin to a surety, such a policy is nonetheless "other insurance."

What should the law be? The better reasoned position is to hold that true self-insurance (i.e., pure risk retention) and SIR's are other valid and collectible insurance within the meaning of an "other insurance" clause. Self-insurance is the functional equivalent of a liability insurance policy. Rather than paying premiums to an insurer to transfer risk, self-insureds retain risk in exchange for lower premiums, or no premiums. In both instances the transaction is the same: there is an exchange of potential liability for premium payments. Self-insurance is but one side of the same liability insurance coin. While there may be significant theoretical differences between insurance and self-insurance, there are no practical differences in the "other insurance" context.

Of course, from a competing insurer's perspective it is fundamentally unfair to allow a self-insurer that should be primarily liable to escape liability because it opts to retain its risk. To so hold is to accord self-insurers the dual benefit of no or reduced premiums, and freedom from liability. But the fairness argument does not work well when removed from the automobile liability forum. The business world is not a level playing field, and there is no factual or legal basis for an argument that self-insurers should be required to sacrifice themselves for insurers' economic benefit. Outside of financial responsibility laws, there is no public
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policy favoring self-insureds' primary liability. Moreover, insurers wishing to reach self-insurers through their “other insurance” clauses need only specifically address self-insurance and SIR’s in those clauses. Insurers that fail to limit their coverage when drafting policies run the risk that courts will later construe provisions against them.

2. Self-Insurance as “Other Insurance” for Purposes of Determining Guaranty Fund Liability

Regardless of whether self-insurance constitutes “other insurance” when attempting to allocate losses between self-insurers and liability insurers, self-insurance may constitute “other valid and collectible” insurance for purposes of state guaranty fund liability in the face of an insurer’s insolvency. R.J. Reynolds Co. v. California Insurance Guaranty Ass’n is among the recent cases on the topic.

The R.J. Reynolds Company (Reynolds) hired Multi-Marketing, Inc. (MMI) to manage a special marketing program, including a racing tour. As part of the promotional contract, MMI agreed to provide liability insurance naming Reynolds as an additional insured for incidents arising on the tour. MMI procured the required insurance from the Mission Insurance Companies (Mission). MMI was provided a 1993 Nissan pickup truck by Reynolds for MMI’s use during the tour. Reynolds was insured under an Aetna commercial automobile liability policy with retrospective premiums, while Nissan was insured under its own policy with the Insurance Company of North America (INA).

A passenger in the Nissan truck, Tami Hetke, was injured while the truck was being driven by an MMI employee. Hetke sued Reynolds, MMI and Nissan. Reynolds tendered defense of the suit to Mission, which accepted the tender. Mission declared insolvent. Mission’s insolvency “triggered certain statutory obligations” of
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the California Insurance Guarantee Association (CIGA), including the obligation to pay covered claims on policies with insolvent member insurers. CIGA refused to take over Mission’s obligation to defend Reynolds and Nissan. CIGA asserted that because both Reynolds and Nissan had “other insurance” available to them, the Hetke suit was not a covered claim.

With Mission insolvent, and CIGA refusing to defend, Aetna assumed Reynolds' defense. Aetna settled the case for $804,192. Under the terms of its retrospectively rated policy, Reynolds was obligated to pay $200,000 of the loss in its next Aetna premium. Faced with prospective liability of $200,000, Reynolds filed a declaratory relief action against CIGA. Reynolds alleged that it was not insured for the first $200,000 of the loss by virtue of its retrospectively rated policy and, thus, it was entitled to reimbursement of this amount from CIGA. The trial court entered summary judgment in CIGA’s favor, concluding that Reynolds' retrospective Aetna policy was “other insurance” for CIGA's purposes.

The Reynolds court concluded that Reynolds' $200,000 obligation to Aetna was not an SIR, but rather part of the premium payment Reynolds had agreed to pay for its Aetna policy. Accordingly, Reynolds was fully insured under its Aetna policy.

Reynolds attempted to characterize its retrospective premium obligation as a plan whereby it paid a set premium and was then uninsured for losses up to $200,000. The Reynolds court rejected this argument as “misleading.”

[[It appears from the language of the policy that the $200,000, in the event of a loss during the rating period exceeding that amount, is but one component of the retrospective premium. Furthermore, REYNOLDS clearly elected to have the cost of its insurance rated retrospectively, thereby obtaining a substantial discount on the initial premium charged . . . . Had REYNOLDS contracted with AETNA to pay a standard premium in exchange for more comprehensive coverage . . . during the
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policy period, CIGA would have no duty to reimburse REYNOLDS for that premium payment. We see no reason why a different result should obtain simply because REYNOLDS sought to minimize its cost of insurance by choosing [a] retrospective rating plan.  

A fronting arrangement was at issue in North Dakota Insurance Guaranty Ass'n v. Agway, Inc.\textsuperscript{641} Agway, an incorporated farm supply and food marketing cooperative, formed a wholly-owned subsidiary insurer, Agway Insurance Company (AIC). Agway was then insured by AIC under a fronting policy. The Supreme Court of North Dakota rejected Agway's argument that it was a self-insurer and indicated that what appeared to be a premium paid to AIC was but a deposit in a self-insurance plan coupled with AIC's fee for plan administration.\textsuperscript{642} The court concluded that the parties' conduct indicated a typical insurance transaction, and that their conduct was wholly consistent with an insurance contract.\textsuperscript{643} The AIC fronting policy constituted "other insurance," thus absolving the state guaranty fund of liability.\textsuperscript{644} 

There is appreciable authority for the contrary position; that is, self-insurance is not "other insurance" for guaranty fund purposes. In Iowa Contractors Workers' Compensation Group v. Iowa Insurance Guaranty Ass'n,\textsuperscript{645} the Supreme Court of Iowa concluded that a self-insured workers' compensation group was not an insurer, and that its claims were covered by Iowa's guaranty act.\textsuperscript{646} The Supreme Court of Louisiana held in Bowen v. General Motors Corp.\textsuperscript{647} that self-insurance "is not the equivalent of an insurance policy."\textsuperscript{648} Accordingly, the presence of a self-insurer did not preclude the plaintiff's recovery from the Louisiana Insurance Guaranty Association. The New Mexico supreme court reached the same conclusion in In re Mission Insurance Co.\textsuperscript{649} The self-insured employer in In re Mission "did not assume the risk of another,"\textsuperscript{650} and its risk retention therefore did not constitute insurance within the meaning of New Mexico's insurance guaranty act.\textsuperscript{651} The absence of a third-party arrangement transferring risk again proved determinative in Stamp v. Department of Labor and Industries.\textsuperscript{652} The Stamp court concluded
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that a self-insured workers' compensation plan did not constitute "other insurance" for purposes of the Oregon guaranty act, or its nearly identical Washington counterpart.653

The results in Reynolds and Agway are not surprising. Regardless of whether a policy features retrospective premiums or reflects a fronting arrangement, it remains a policy of insurance. Courts' willingness to shield conventional self-insurers is more curious, since state insurance guaranty associations are insurers of last resort. However, pure risk retention and SIR's are not insurance, and they do not meet many guaranty acts' definitions of insurance.664

C. Existence, Scope and Extent of Coverage

Most coverage issues surrounding policies with SIR's are no different from the coverage issues attending conventional CGL policies. Occasionally, however, courts are called upon to resolve coverage issues unique to policies with self-insurance mechanisms.

1. Fact v. Extent of Coverage

The umbrella policy at issue in Continental Casualty Co. v. Roper Corp.665 contained two separate coverage provisions: Coverage A—Excess Liability Indemnity and Coverage B—Excess Liability Indemnity Over Retained Limit. Coverage A indemnified the insured "for loss in excess of the total applicable limits of liability of underlying insurance stated in the schedule."666 Coverage B indemnified the insured with respect to any occurrence "not covered by underlying insurance, or with respect to damages not covered by underlying insurance but which results from an occurrence covered by underlying insurance, for ultimate
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net loss in excess of the insured's retained limit . . . . " The insured, Roper Corporation (Roper), had a primary policy with Columbia Casualty. The Columbia primary policy had limits of $950,000 per occurrence with a $1,000,000 aggregate in excess of Roper's $50,000 per suit SIR.

Columbia's liability limits for the 1975-76 policy year were exhausted while fifteen covered suits remained pending. Continental indemnified Roper for settlements and verdicts in excess of its SIR in all but two of the cases. One of those cases, Webster, became the subject of the decision.

The Webster plaintiff made a $500,000 settlement demand. Continental offered to contribute $50,000 toward settlement contingent upon Roper's payment of its $50,000 SIR. Roper refused and the case went to trial. A jury returned a $76,000 verdict against Roper, which Roper appealed on the issue of liability only. While the appeal was pending the Webster plaintiff offered to settle for $70,000, with $50,000 coming in the form of Roper's SIR and $20,000 being paid by Continental. Roper refused and prevailed on appeal, winning a new trial on liability and damages.

Continental again asked Roper to settle the case within its SIR, or to send the $50,000 to Continental and it would settle the case. Roper refused Continental's demand and the plaintiff increased his demand from $70,000 to $183,000. Roper took the case to trial, and the jury returned a $214,000 verdict for the plaintiff.

Roper then offered its $50,000 SIR to Continental, while vowing to appeal. The judgment was affirmed on appeal. Roper then demanded that Continental satisfy the $214,000 judgment plus post-judgment interest. Continental responded by sending Roper a $20,000 check. Continental took the position that Roper had needlessly exposed it to greater risk by trying the case when it could have been settled for $70,000. Accordingly, Roper was only entitled to the difference between its SIR and the reasonable settlement that Continental favored.

Roper asserted that Continental "had the obligation and the opportunity to settle the case for $70,000." In a declaratory judgment action, Roper contended that Continental's obligations were governed by Cover-
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Coverage B in the policy indemnified Roper in connection with occurrences or damages "not covered" by underlying insurance. Roper reasoned that because its primary Columbia policy was spent, the Webster claim was "not covered" and Coverage B applied. Continental maintained that Coverage A and Coverage B sections of the policy were mutually exclusive. According to Continental, Coverage A only "pick[ed] up indemnity obligations" when primary insurance is depleted, i.e., it afforded Roper true excess coverage. By comparison, Coverage B picked up "risks [and] damages not covered by underlying insurance." Continental offered hypothetically that if underlying insurance did not cover punitive damages, its Coverage B umbrella would pay those damages.

"[T]he trial court focused on the meaning of the phrase 'not covered by underlying insurance'" in Coverage B. The court "concluded that the word 'coverage' means the sum of risks that an insurance policy covers." Therefore, because the Webster suit fell within "the underlying Columbia policy, Coverage A of the Policy applied when Columbia's coverage was exhausted." In other words, the trial court accepted Continental's argument "that the words 'coverage' or 'covered' refer to risks assumed, not ability to pay."

The appellate court reasoned that only very specific risks were assumed by Continental under Coverage B: (1) "the risk that a certain occurrence will take place" for which there was no underlying coverage, or (2) the risk of some type of damage award that the underlying insurer did not cover. Columbia assumed the risk embodied in the Webster claim and the attendant damages and they were thus "covered," even though Columbia did not pay them because its policy was exhausted. In short:
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The phrase "not covered" as it appears in the Coverage B provision of the policy refers to the fact of coverage, not to the extent of coverage. Thus, in those circumstances, such as in Webster, where Columbia's underlying policy has assumed the risk of the occurrence and the risk of the damages at issue, coverage exists. When the extent of underlying coverage is exhausted, Coverage A, as an excess policy, picks up the liability. 681

Therefore, Continental fully performed its obligations under Coverage A by tendering the $20,000 difference between the plaintiff's settlement demand and Roper's SIR. 682 The Roper court affirmed the trial court's judgment for Continental. 683

2. Scope of Coverage

In United States Elevator Corp. v. Associated International Insurance Co., 684 United States Elevator Corporation (USEC) had consecutive primary liability policies with Insurance Company of North America (INA). 685 The INA policies had deductibles equaling their policy limits, so they were straight fronting and claims administration arrangements. 686 The policy limits were usually $500,000 per occurrence, but the products and completed operations hazards had a $500,000 annual aggregate limit. 687

USEC also had conventional excess insurance with Associated International Insurance Co. (Associated). 688 "The Associated policies extended coverage to USEC for any losses or damages arising out of a single occurrence . . . which exceeded $500,000," i.e., the INA policy limits. 689 The Associated policies also covered USEC for all losses "defined under the aggregate limit of the INA policy in excess of $500,000." 690 Associated knew INA's deductible limits when it issued its policies. 691

USEC faced a number of suits alleging that its elevators were defective (termed "products cases"), or claims and suits alleging negligent maintenance and service of elevators (referred to as "service cases"). 692 Both parties agreed that the products cases were subject to the $500,000 aggregate limits of the INA policies and that the service cases were subject to the $500,000 annual aggregate limit under the associated policies. 693
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aggregate limit of the INA policies. Associated would thus become responsible once total claims exceeded $500,000. The dispute hinged on the service cases. Associated contended that service claims were not subject to the $500,000 annual aggregate limit. Thus, INA (and USEC) were wholly liable unless a single service claim exceeded $500,000, which none did.

In defining the completed operations hazard, INA excluded certain operations that its manual classified as having completed operations coverage included in premises liability coverage. The latter coverage arguably included USEC’s elevator and service operations. To the extent the somewhat obscure premises-completed operations provision applied, it operated to remove completed operations hazards from INA’s aggregate limit, dramatically increasing USEC’s liability under its INA fronting policies.

USEC argued that the trial court should construe the ambiguous INA policies in its favor. USEC correctly reasoned that construing the ambiguous policies against the insurer, thus placing the completed operations hazard and the related service cases under the INA aggregate, would maximize its coverage by triggering Associated’s excess coverage. The trial court adopted USEC’s position.

The California Court of Appeal reversed. The normal construction of an ambiguous insurance policy against the drafter (INA) would work to USEC’s detriment given the nature of the policies. Paradoxically, USEC could recover against Associated only if the court reversed normal rules of contract interpretation. USEC wanted the subject ambiguity construed in the drafter’s favor. Unwilling to abandon traditional con-
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tract principles, the court construed the INA policies against INA—and thus against USEC.707 Simply stated, the United States Elevator court was unwilling to stand contracts law on its head.

The court's adherence to basic rules of construction "require[d] that the services claims . . . be indemnified under the occurrence coverage" instead of the "aggregate coverage," the former coverage providing USEC the "broader benefit."708 USEC's "broader benefit" was only illusory, of course, having been wiped out in reality by the purchase or fronting policies.709

In *Ford Motor Co. v. Northbrook Insurance Co.*,710 the issue was whether Ford's $2,000,000 per occurrence SIR constituted "underlying insurances" within the meaning of Northbrook's first layer excess policy.711 If it did, the punitive damages exclusion operated to shield the upper layer excess carriers whose policies followed form.712 If not, the excess carriers were faced with at least $12,000,000 in liability for punitive damages awarded in two cases.713 The insurers contended that "self-insurance" was not "insurance," a position with which both the district and appellate courts disagreed.714

The Sixth Circuit concluded that the applicable policy exclusion could be read as treating Ford's SIR as underlying insurance.715 Second, Ford's SIR was set out in the schedule of underlying insurance in Northbrook's first-layer excess policy.716 Finally, the "manifest purpose" of the subject exclusion was to prevent Northbrook from being required to drop down into the position of a primary insurer.717 It therefore made no difference "whether the initial exposure was covered by self-insurance or a conventional policy of insurance, so long as the exposure was covered."718

The practical construction adopted by the parties, who treated Ford's SIR as underlying insurance for purposes of the policy's limits of liability provisions, bolstered the *Ford Motor* court's reading of the exclusion.719

---

707. *Id.*
708. *Id.*
709. *Id.* at 761-66.
710. 838 F.2d 829 (6th Cir. 1988) (applying Michigan law).
711. *Id.* at 831-32.
712. *Id.*
713. *Id.* at 831 n.1.
714. *Id.* at 832.
715. *Id.*
716. *Id.*
717. *Id.*
718. *Id.*
719. *Id.* at 833.
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There was also abundant extrinsic evidence that Ford's SIR was to be treated as underlying insurance. 720

IX. CONCLUSION

Courts and litigants have long been perplexed by “other insurance” issues. The circular riddle posed by conflicting “other insurance” clauses continues to be studied today. Even the straightforward, established conflict rules are often muddled by confusing policy language and complex facts. The attempted allocation of defense costs, the apportionment of losses over consecutive policies, and the continued development of self-insurance mechanisms or schemes only add to existing coverage confusion. Unfortunately, there are seldom easy answers or simple solutions to “other insurance,” multiple insurance, and self-insurance problems. Courts in the same jurisdiction sometimes reach different conclusions on the same or substantially similar issues. In this “dimly lit underworld where many have lost their way,” 721 this Article hopes to shed some light.

720. Id.